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BEST OF YEAR:
James Eldred raves over
the martial arts spectacular, "Crouching Tiger,
Hidden Dragon" PAGE 11
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Olscamp cuts confusion

OLSCAMP ROOM NUMBERS CHANGE
In order to create a more logical, flowing pattern of room numbers
in Olscamp Hall, the rooms on the first floor will be re-numbered as
follows:
Old Room Numbers

New Room Numbers
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103

-106

104
102

same

103
105
110
107
109

106
107
108
109
110
same
same
same
116
same
same
120
121
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Renumbering of
rooms on first floor
of Olscamp Hall
took place over
winter break
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By Jordan Fouls
RELIGION REPORTER

It may be true that "if you build
it, they will come." But if you build
it like a maze, chances are they'll
wander around scratching their
heads.
The floor plan for Olscamp Hall
was questioned by students, faculty and the community ever
since its opening seven years ago.
Now something has finally been

Panera
Bread
takes
Stage

right direction. Her staff grew
accustomed to the complaints of
virtually everyone from outside
campus. Finding the stairways
was another problem; few even
knew there were staircases other
than the main one in the center of
the building.
"We had enough griping and
moaning to do something about
it," Baker said.
A mandate was handed down
in mid-summer from Dr. Linda
Dobb, executive vice president of
Information Technology Services.
A meeting was then held with The
Collaborative, the company
which designed the hall, to see
what could be done. According to
Baker, the options presented were

No more
Coca-Cola

BUSINESS REPORTER

PANERA, PAGE 5

done about it.
Olscamp was built to accommodate a lot of people at one
time. About one-eighth of the student population may be coming
or going between classes, so
Olscamp's layout is much different than the older buildings on
campus, said Julie Baker, coordinator of the Audio/Visual
Department in Olscamp.
"When the building was
designed the rooms were not
numbered in a logical manner,
which made it easy to get lost,"
said Lisa Kenecey, administrative
assistant of Capital Planning.
As a result, Baker said she had
to spend a lot of time between
classes pointing people in the

U. GOES PEPSI ICAMPl.'S POURING RIGHTS

By James Seay
Are you itching for a French
croissant, but don't have the
money to fly to Europe and get
one? Soon you will be able to
enjoy a European styled cafe" in
Bowling Green without having to
travel too far.
Panera Bread/St. Iauis Bread
Co., a $280 million company that
offers
freshbaked bread and VrHtPanera's
other specialty website to view
items, is opening a complete
a store down- Bakery-Cafe
menu:
town. Although
the company www.panera.com
will not be open
for business until May, its arrival is
expected to attract more people to
the downtown area and offer new
job opportunities
Renovation of the shop, which
will be placed on South Main
Street in the building that formerly housed the Stage Department
Store, is currently in the preliminary stages. Franchise owners
must wait until Panera officials
approve their architectural layouts. After the approval, new
wooden floors and walls will be
installed giving the former clothing store a completely different
look.
Panera often locates its businesses in suburban areas, making
Bowling Green an attractive area
for one of its cafes.
"The demographics of Bowling
Green matched the type of criteria
that Panera Bread looks for, a suburban residency that is enhanced
by the large student base," said
Vicki Minor of the Wholesome
Group a partnership of area business owners that was responsible
for bringing the Panera franchise
to downtown.
Eariene Kilpatrick. the manager
of Main Street Bowling Green (formerly the Downtown Business
Association) was enthusiastic
about the arrival of Panera to
downtown. Although Main Street
Bowling Green did not play a role
in bringing the shop to Bowling
Green, Kilpatrick sounded confident that it would influence Main
Street.
"Panera Bread will serve as an
attraction for the people of
Bowling Green, it will also
enhance the overall profitability of
Main Street," Kilpatrick said.
Panera cares boast their
European style and neighborhood bakery feel in each shop.
According to its website, Panera's
bread is different because of the
special techniques that are used
to aiiow dough to develop into a
distinct flavor. In addition to offering fresh baked bread, the care will

www.bgnews.com
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TWo years of
negotiations end
after U. signs beverage agreement
By AmyJoL Brown
EDITOR III.CHIEF

Sold, to the Pepsi-Cola
Company for $2.2 million.
Rights to be the dominant
beverage supplier on campus
for the next five years were
bought by Pepsi in a contract
signed by the University over
winter break.
The soft drink giant outbid its
major competitor, Coca-Cola,
which will no longer be sold oncampus.
Instead, Pepsi now has 80 percent of the beverage selling market in the on-campus retail and
convenience stores, as weU as
the fountain service in all dining
halls
The University has decided to
grant the secondary supplier
rights to the American Bottling
Company, which will receive the
other 20 percent of the retail and
convenience store beverage
space. ABC provides drinks such

as
7UP
and
Snapple. grams, although the exact allotNegotiations with the company ment of the money has not yet
have not yet been finalized, but been determined.
the University has received a
"The monies are up to the
signing bonus of $68,000, president (Sidney Ribeau) to
according to Jane Schimpf, indicate how they will be used,"
assistant vice
Schimpf said. "I
president
of
don't believe he
"The
monies
are
Auxiliary
has decided
up
to
the
president
Services.
exactly."
As for the
(Sydney Ribeau)to The
contract with
will
indicate how they University
Pepsi,
the
also be paid
University has
$43,000 cash
will be used. I
already
and $10,000 in
don't
believe
received $1.1
free
Pepsi
million in prehe has decided
products
paid commiswhich will go to
exactly."
sions
from
student organiPepsi sales pre- JANE SCHIMPF, VICE PRESIDENT zations
and
dicted to take
programs each
OF
AUXILIARY
SERVICES
place over the
year of the connext five years.
tract.
The
"We are getting a better com- Office of Student Life has already
mission rate," Schimpf said. The received the money for this year
rate is now 50 percent compared and it will be available for stuto the 27.1 percent rate the dents organizations to use for
University previously had with this semester.
the company. If commissions
"This is new money," said
exceed the $1.1 million already Wanda Overland, dean of
paid, the rest will be paid at the Student Life. "This is money we
end of the five-year contract.
did not have before; it is a direct
The money is targeted to help result of the contract with Pepsi."
with the cost of the new Student
Union as well as leadership proPEPSI, PAGE 5

DRINKS ON THE HOUSE
UNIVERSITY OFFERS FREE PEPSI: Campus dining halls will be serving free fountain drinks today only.
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NEGOTIATION
TIMELINE
This timeline demonstrates
the progression of the
University's decision to enter
into a shared market agreement with Pepsi and ABC.

to either change the offending
room numbers or to give better
directions within the building But
signs would only be a band-aid on
a complex problem.
"Signs would be a nightmare
with the old system," Baker said.
Those involved decided to
renumber the rooms on the first
floor. It may seem strange, however, to make the changes in the
middle of a semester. But Lora
Wagner, director of Registration
and Records, said that the timing
was right—the need was there, as
were the necessary funds. Many
groups were involved in the
process, such as the Office of
OLSCAMP. PAGE 5

Trainer
teaches
proper
workout
By Craig Gilford
CHIEF REPORTER

The
Student
Recreation
Center's new personal training
program is one way that a member of the University might be able
to fulfill a New Year's resolution to
lose a few pounds.
The personal training program,
which begins today, will take
place in the light exercise room at
the SRC. It \vUl be instructed by
Doug Jackson, a junior at the
University, who is a certified personal trainer.
Jackson, who is the only personal trainer for the program, will
offer up to 10 sessions per week. A
student can sign up for three sessions per week under Jackson's
guidance. Each session will generally take place between 6-9 p.m.
Those in the program will be
working with the equipment in
the light exercise room, such as
leg extension/leg curl, bench
press and lap pull down, with the
goal of gaining strength and losing
weight.
Jackson said that the purpose of
the program is to teach people
proper technique with weight-lifting equipment and how to exercise properly. The lessons will be
geared toward people with all levels of experience.
"It's the next step in programming at the Rec Center," said
Cathy Swick. assistant director of
recreational sports. "It will get
them important information on
techniques and guidelines."
Although the program will be a
method of teaching better ways to
work out, it can be useful to more
experienced weightlifters.
"Many people who work out for
a life time get into a rut," Jackson
said. "This will help get them out
REC.PAGE 2

Kids learn ideas of MLK Jr. at library
By Tori Parker
HEALTH REPORTER

Kmuryn Sl»tvil»nd FJGNews

DIFFERENT LIKE ME: Cole Highhouse paints puzzle pieces in
different flesh tones while learning about diversity.

Wood County Library provided
children a chance to learn about
diversity on Martin Luther King Jr.
Day, when it held a program titled
"Building a Bridge."
Centered around Lisa Shook
Begaye's book by the same name, the
program was designed to help children appreciate differences among
people
Janet Zimmerman, who directed
the program, said it used "books,
cooperative games and a craft to
teach children about differences
between people."
FOr one of the activities, the children gathered around a table to make

pins that were puzzle pieces painted
in various colors of peoples' skin.
They also listened to Zimmerman
read a number of children's books
which dealt with differences among
people. These books showed how difference! were positive and not negative.
In one book Zimmerman read,
one child was initially shunned and
then admired because she brought
sushi to school to eat This prompted
a discussion about which children in
the group had eaten sushi, and who
would like to try it
After the books, the children talked
about ways that people are all different. When asked what kinds of differences among people the children had
noticed, they commented on such

thin);- as height and eye color. One
child shouted out." We all have different pants!" Everyone then held out
their legs to compare pants.
Zimmerman helped the children
to understand that eating different
foods was another way of being
diverse, and she talked about different kinds of food that the children ate.
They then sat in a circle on the
floor to play a Native American game
called "Grinding Com."
All of these activites seemed to be
successful The children responded
excitedly to each of the ways of
approaching diversity and learned to
appreciate differences. One child
commented, "There's really more
that's the same about us than there is
different"
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On-line bookstores going under
By Ionian Fouts
RELIGION REPORTER

Students who'd rather not
stand in line at the bookstore may
instead shop online for their textbooks— if they can find a company that's not bankrupt
In recent years, there has been
a virtual boom in internet-based
companies that specialize in textbook sales. They boast services
such as overnight delivery, purportedly good discounts and free
shipping.
Companies like BigWbrds.com
developed a presence on campus, with representatives and
widespread
advertisements.
However, like many others, their
website states that they're currently dosed for business.
How do a few local student
bookstores feel about the online
competition?
I'm not worried about some
upstart 'dot-com,'" said Steve
Donnelly, manager of Student
Book Exchange. He doesn't
expect his store, which he said
has been in town for 40 years, to
be affected by online textbook
companies. Nor does he believe
they have a significant effect on
the rest of Bowling Green.
Another manager asserted that
he was never worried about the
virtual
businesses.
Kent
Kokomoon of Bee Gee Book Store
doesn't feel that they have much
impact on sales, although he said
they did initially. There was a
loss of sales, but not a large percent."

As for the University Bookstore,
textbook manager Bob Walker
believes they've weathered the
storm. "If someone asked me
about the companies a year ago,
I'd say they seem to be coming on
strong. But we haven't lost our
market share"
As in the case of BigWords.com
and VarsityBooks.com, many of
the companies that sprang up
have come to fizzle out This is
something for which the managers can account
"There are just too many
books," Donnelly said. "About 25
percent of students in a class
don't buy the books, so (the
online companies] get hosed
with inventory.'
False advertising is what
Kokomoon believes put some of
the companies out of business.
He said they stated the suggested
retail prices above actual cost
thus giving a false impression of
the savings estimate. "But people
Kmtilyn SlwtwUnd BG New-,
fiRii. i'il it out We had used copies
that were cheaper," the manager BUYING BOOKS: Students do their book shopping at the Student Book Exchange the day before classes begin.
said.
"We've grown by leaps and of the industry.
To what do these three compa"People prefer established overspending on advertising and
bounds," Ewert said. He attributbusiness, with real people, where unrealistic promises as factors in nies accredit their own survival?
Concerned for the life
they can go in and talk with sites going out of business.
"Textbooks are only one com- es this to the physical presence of expectancy of textbooks, Bob
someone in person. You can't get
They underestimated the dif- ponent of what we do," Milgram bookstores on campus, and efol- Walker of the University
that online," Kokomoon said.
ficulty in getting information and said. "We started with textbooks, lett.corn's access to faculty, which Bookstore would agree. He said
he feels bookstores may soon
A few internet-based business- staying up-to-date," said Cliff but our focus is on what students makes updating easier.
"The survivors are the ones face the decision of selling either
es commented on the bankrupt- Ewert, rfollett. corn's media need, not on spending."
agent According to Ewert they
cies.
Efollett's approach, accord- who use digital material," said real textbooks or passwords to
ing to Ewert, is to partner with Truhe, whose company has online material.
"Other companies made bad lacked a good business plan.
But Walker also referred to a
"Not all the companies are about 850 brick-and-mortar remained independent since its
decisions," said Oren Milgram of
Studentmarket.Com.
"Their going out of business—some are stores. This allows customers to founding in 1994. He said that study in which the participants,
focus was on market share, not just being merged with others," order online or through one of electronic matter, such as print- when asked, said they preferred
on-demand, will change the base textbooks.
their partner stores.
the customers." He points to said David Truhe of Buy.Com.

First personal training program begins today at SRC
REC, FROM PAGE 1
of the rut and bring new ideas to
them. It will keep it interesting
instead of boring."
According to Swick, "This is
good for all levels. A lot of people
who have exercised a lifetime
reach a plateau. This program
will get you to go beyond that
plateau."
The program can also be useful
in reteaching techniques that a
person may have been misin-

formed about or may be doing
.the wrong way.
"People become frustrated if
they don't see results," Jackson
said. "This can be due to misinformation. We want to inform
them about exersice style and
program design."
"I have noticed that when
some people start an exersice
program, unfortunately they
make a lot of mistakes," Swick
said.

According to Jackson, the program is intended to get people
started on a training program
and get them to the point where
they will be able to work out on
their own.
"We are hoping to get people
out of this program. As soon as
they can go exersice on their own,
that's what I want to see them
do," Jackson said.
The program will be based on
each individual person who will

set goals for themselves at the
start of their personal training.
Jackson will monitor the progress
and chart the success toward the
goals that are set
In time, Jackson said he hopes
to see the program grow to where
there are more personal trainers
and many people can take part in
the program at a time
"I'd like to see it as an opportunity for exersice specialist majors,
with probably three to four per-

sonal trainers working with two
or three clients," Jackson said.
While the program can be beneficial for shedding the weight
gained from the holidays and the
food that goes with it, Jackson
would like to see people continue
with a weight-training routine
beyond short-term goals.
"Come in after the holidays
and let us help you achieve your
New Year's resolutions, but keep
going, not just for a few months,"

Jackson said. "It's a lifestyle. We
are encouraging an active
lifestyle, which has infinite benefits."
Members of the University can
sign up for personal training in
the main office of the SRG In
order to take part in personal
training a person must either take
a fitwell assessment or take part
in the personal fitness quest,
which can also be signed up for in
the main office.

Welcome Back!
Happy New Year

A/"\ /\ A A

University Bookstore
(Conveniently located on campus)

NEW AND USED TEXTBOOKS
•Special order book service •Children's Books -Best Sellers -Paperbacks 'Study Aids
•Magazines 'Calculators «BGSU Sweatshirts and T-Shirts »Art & School Supplies
•Film & Developing 'Greeting Cards •Gifts »BGSU Imprint Items •Health & Beauty Aids
Extended hours for Spring Opening:
Starting Jan 15-18
Mon.-Thurs.
8 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Fri., Jan. 19
8 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sat., Jan. 20
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.
Sunday Jan. 21
CLOSED
Mon., Jan 22
8 a.m - 8 p.m.

Regular store hours:
Regular hours resume Tue.,
Mon. - Thurs.
8 a.m. Friday
8 a.m. Saturday
9 a.m. Sunday
Closed

Jan. 23
6 p.ml
5 p.m.
5 p.m.

Phone: 372-2851
^^^.^^^.
\

wc**!

MasterCard
~^^r^^r

M^_

'charge

The University Bookstore is owned and operated by Bowling Green State University for the purpose
of supplying the students with textbooks, classroom materials and to supply your college needs.
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A new semester,
a new reason to
whine
Yes, the semester has
begun and it is time to
forget all the fun you had
over break and start the
unecessary and politically correct protesting of
anything and everything.
Isn't college a great right
of passage!

CROSSWORD
Acnoss
1 HHSaocy
4 Honeehoeor
heonN. eg
8 Uslwr
14 Tour segment
15 Robust
16 New Orleans
unMfWy
17 Drnofl
IB Dash
19 Debated
20 Detaeers
22 Ekrch or maple
23 Inhabit
24 Developing
space 1
28 Versa
20 Annoy
30 Bridal path
31 I xkgeslon rtl-rf
34 Pubotlenngs
36 Goro and
Capone
38 More nooJous
40 CIA predecessor
41 Contrite ono
43 Arranged in
advance
45 Apportion
47 Work unll
48_delSol
52 Cemor ot a largot
54 like some
peanuts
55 Camera pan
56 Compete
57 Auttxr ci 1*
Women"
60 Shed
61 Conger or moray
62 Read wnft care
63 Jan plarael
Brubec*
64 Hwy wifhs
number
65 Team supporter
66 Wrtarod vehicle
67 Draft letters

Yeah, I can read.

eHoWTipleWeek
t/Fight the Flu
For upset stomachs and diarrhea,
a good diet to follow is the BRAT
diet: bananas, rice, applesauce and
toast. These foods are easier for
your body to digest and can help
re-introduce solid foods into your
digestive system.
www.ehow.com

Diarrhea, Neausea and
that all over the body
ache... many students
believe its the flu. The
Health Center may tell
you its mono, whatever
it is, these tips may
help ease the pain!

1
2
3
4
5

DOWN
Distinctive taste
Disconnect
Bureau
Lowers the pnees
ol
Acquire're*

mm

...

11' 8

BaH"

■ ■■'

■

!

ip

i*

1/1 Ml

vigor
6 Word of woe
7 Goiter Hogan

PROBLEMS?

8 Quafle'ttacK Bart

About to trade in
your can of Pepsi for
the answer to 39 down?
fear not. faithful reader.
We have the answers, and are
quite willing to part with them
All you need to do is check the
answer key, still located on this
very page We think.

9 Arcn*moo«s'
exclamation
African country
Greek loiter
Window.
Danang Buttons
RuMian
perlamem
22 Hearing tor the
runway
24 Aver
25 Norwegian
capital
26 Butlnng cheers
10
il
12
13
21

27 MiKary meal
29 Glens
32 Graturty
33Lar

42
44
46
49
50
51
53

35 Bodoun. e g
36 Lotapaloosa
37 Move
merchandise
39 Disavowed

54 Fnd the answer
56 Fossi fuei
57 Spring mo
58 AclorGorcey
59_-Magnon
80 Members ol the
AMA

leave bed
OloeMoad
African fly
Guides
PnrWoles
Confuses
0oin

OHIO WEATHER
Tuesday. January 16
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions, low/high
temperatures

An interesting website that is
worth checking out
www.bgnews.com
... tdl'em that Tony sent ya!

HE'S THE EVIL LEADER
OF CHOICE As TV's Seth

_ Voungstown [347231
ManalWd |31V23- | .

• Columbus 35 /25

WORD OF THE DAY
Pronunciation: 'In■ k E
Function: noun
Etymology: Middle French
laquais
Data 1523
1a: footman servant b:
someone who does menial
tasks or runs errands tor
another
2: servile follower
also it is used in a sentence
on this page, yahoo!

SAY WHAT?!?
"Before I knew
there was sex, I
was happy not

getting any"

SNARKY SPADE Always
the squirmy little lackey
you love to nate, David
Spade is that person that
you dream about beating
up. Wait didn't someone
with a tazer already do
that?

Cleveland 134724
'Toledo ] 34 7241

Oaylon '34 123

LACKEY
1% JUVC K*OVI\itG

-^

-«9

Anderson suggests, this campus indeed needs an evil
dean to shake things up a bit
Its seems that Saturday
Night Lives Will Farrell would
be quite the man. He does
portray Alex Trebek with such
passion.

ANONYMOUS,
THOUGHTS ON THE RELAWNSHP OF KNOWLEDGE
AND HAPPINESS

i Cincinnati |34 724

y\

Portamouth

38 /25

C2001 AccuWeatner. Inc

0
Sumy PI Cloudy

dourly

Showers

rooms

Rat

Ftuiras

Snow

W

THREE-DAY FORECAST
Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

©

£D

©

Cloudy

Snow

Mostly
Cloudy

High: 32Low: 23'

High: 28'
Low: 19'

High: 32'
Low: 18'

ANSWERS

"Gotta be something funny!"
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HOW I LEARNED TO STOP WORRYING,
AND LOVE THE EVIL DEAN
Scholastics in place of Sid and
place "Dave" in as the Dean of
TVSSETrl
Students. I will reprise my
ANDERSON
role as BGSU's most popular
TV'S SETH
student
ANDERSON
We are currently taking
I was en route to my radio applications for my sidekick,
show late last semester with the nerdy but lovable
one of my friends. My friend, Nerdlinger, and the two stoner
we'll call him "Dave" to pro- guys. All interested parties
tect his identity, made a point should e-mail me at
that I totally agree with. We andeset@bgnet.bgsu.edu.
My Captain of the Football
feel let down by our college
experience. Not that there is Team / Uber-Jock archenemy
anything lacking in Bowling will be played by Dan Nied,
Green in the way of scholas- and the Dean's spy will be
tics, it's just that we dont have played by David Spade. Ill fill
you in on the rest later.
an evil dean of students.
Now I know you're asking
In the tradition of Animal
House and PCU, every college yourself, why the hell did he
should have an evil dean of spend the time to come up
students who tries to shut with this. (I know I did. -ed.)
down the last kegger of the Basically it's: 1) I wrote some
really bad columns that never
year, wackiness ensues.
So here's the plan. "Dave" got published and I didn't
and I are going to have a want to go out like that. 2)
bloodless coup on the admin- Something wacky better hapistration. We will appoint a fig- pen at this campus soon, or
urehead Grandmaster of else I'll go nuts. Every year it's

the same stuff day in and day
out. Co to class, study, get
drunk and pass out at a
friend's house on Saturday
night.
That's not good
enough. I want parties.
Giant campus consuming
parties. I want the Dean out
on campus every Friday and
Saturday shutting down parties.
Here's how it should work:

(George Clinton's Atomic
Dog playing in background at
party scene.)
Me: Damn Nerdlinger, I
cant believe that we pulled off
this campus wide party.
Nerdlinger Yes, the wackiness that was involved in that
was fun.
Me: Sure was.
Dan: Football!
(Door gets kicked in by
"Dave,"
the
evil
dean.
"Dammit" by Blink 182 starts

playing.)
"Dave": This is the final
straw Anderson, you're suspended.
David Spade: The house
shall be mine.
Me: Over my dead body!

m3 1 II 1 1 t 1 < II ■ < 1
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ON-LINE CONTEST!!!
You can win TV's Seth Anderson's dirty
laundry for an entire
week! Log on to
Page 3 on the
BG News
website

Chase and wackiness
ensues, I get suspended, but
am re-enrolled by presidential
order, and am in the running
for the position of Secretary of
Partying Down.
Epilogue:
After college I ended my
political career. I married
Christina Ricci, and we have
two kids. I become a world
renound rock star and die by
the age of 27 in a drug binge.
Thank you, I'm TV's Seth
Anderson.

and find out
how. You too could join the
ranks of the elite and blessed!
www. bgne ws. com/page3
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BGNEWS
www.bgnews.com/opinion

UKRAINE'S DEPUTY PREMIER CHARGED
KIEV. Ukraine (AP)
Ukraine's top prosecutor
charged a deputy prime minister on Monday with
stealing Russian natural gas, in one of the country's
highest-profile probes into official corruption.
Julia Tymoshenko denied any wrongdoing and
claimed die case was orchestrated by political rivals.

OPINION

KDITOMAI,

U. gets money, gives up choice
There is something different in
the newsroom.
For countless yours, thercwasa
constant .sight just around the
corner from our offices in 210
West Hall. When it came to liquid
refreshment, we knew what the
choices were.
That has changed, and not Just
in the newsroom.
AH over campus, (hi oldbewi
age vending machines have
given way to the shiny new Pepsi
versions Ovei the ihort winter
break. Coca Cola lost its bid to
provide beverages to this campus.

On the upside, the University
lias picked up $1.1 million from
Pepsi for these rights. That's akin
to 110 new students paying for
tuition, room and board, without
overcrowding classrooms and
dorms.
Student organizations will also
receive funding from this deal.
For the next four years, Pepsi will
pour $43,000 into our extra-curticular activities along with
$10,000 worth of Pepsi products.
Year five will net student organizations only $21,500; still, that
isn't too shabby.
In addtion to die money, Pepsi

The U. that stole
Christmas (break)
AT ISSUE Many BG students felt overwhelmed with
exams and Christmas so close together this year.
Welcome back to yet another
wonderful semestei hen- at BG. I
hope you all enjoyed your break,
because I'm still pissed off,

1 was one ol the mat iv unfortunate students who had a 3:30
exam on Fiii ia\ iftemoon Bythe
time I finally packed up and left
town i n Saturday the stress had
finally caught up widi me and I
w oa sick as a di >g. Then; i was. driving two hours home, nearly hallucinating, with a tough and a
fever.
Knowing that I was sick and
liad to buy presents, I had to
stumble through a packed mall
on Saturday night with the dull
achcol the fhi In all of my Joints. I
made it home in time to drink
some Thera-Fhi and say "hi" to
my parents just before I passed
out upstairs to catch up on lost
sleep from finals' week.
1 woke up the next day having
both a full-blown cold, and a
sinus-clogged head containing
strong remnants from my
Paleontology,
Abnormal
Psychology and Journalism
History exams. By the time I
clumsily wrapped mv presents
and watched a littlt? IV it was
Christinas Eve. Everything flew
past me in a blur. I've been at BG
since '97 and I've never felt
rushed like I did this year.
Christmas basically passed me
by thanks to the good folks at
BGSU Tlic holiday season is a
time to be spent with family and
friends, not teachers and exams.
I was robbed, plain and simple
I was lucky enough to have a
job that 1 could return to once I
got healthy to pay ol! Santa Clans.
but many students weren't.
Holiday jobs were gobbled up by
students from other schools that
actually finished their semester in
a reasonable time.
Poor college kids need the
chance to make money for the
holidays Three days is not
enough time to find a job and
make any money. Some of you
might relate to mis. There just
wasn't enough time to get tilings
done this year.
Without time to look at the
family Christmas tree. Iiang up
stockings and spend time with
loved ones, it didn't even feel like
Christmas even though my yard
was covered with snow. By the
time I got into the Christmas spirit, it was over.
There aren't many times that
you'll hear me talk about Toledo
in a favorable light, but at least UT
didn't subject its customers (students) to the same hell that 1 was

210 West Hall
Bowling Green

State University
Bowling Green.
Ohio 43403
Phone:(419)372-6966
Fax:(419)372-6967
F.-mall:
bgnews®listproc bgsu edu

beverages.

YOU DECIDE
Is the University's contract
with Pepsi a beneficial one.
or is it a bad idea for this
campus? Let us know at
bgnews@listprcc.bgsu.edu

doesn't have a complete monopoly over the beverage choice.
About twenty percent of the liquid refreshment sold on campus
will likely come from American
Bottling Company, makers of
Snapple. 7UP and the New Age

But it doesn't just resonate with
our innate patriotism. In this day
and age, very few college students want to seem beholden to
corporate interests. This is supposed to be an educational enterprise. We don't want our administration or student organizations
to begin to rely upon corporate
money to do their particular
activities.
This is supposed to be an educational enterprise. We pay a
large amount of money to attend
classes, participate in student
organizations and earn a degree
or two. This deal now adds another item to that list. We are paying

to be a captive market for the
Pepsi corporation. Pepsi does not
see this University as a place of
education. We are an investment
and a profit generator. Each student is a possible convert Into a
loyal consumer of a Pepsi product
The biggest concern comes
from a single question. This contract is going to last for five years,
when most of us will be gone.
How reliant on corporate money
is BGSU going to be when the
contract expires?
What is going to happen after
that fifth year?

PEOPLE LETimTO THE READER
0X THE STREET

What do you think of
the University going
completely Pepsi?

BRIAN
ENGELMAN
Asst. Opinion Editor
put through. Administration didn't think this decision through.
Did BG even consider students
who live out of state orfar away? If
the well-being of these students
doesn't matter, you should all
pack up and transfer to a college
that truly puts its "Students First."
This wasn't the first time this year
that schedule changes have
caused problems.
Fall break was bad enough.
Sure we got an extra couple of
days offin November, but we had
to sacrifice two days at the start of
the semester.
These two extra days at the
beginning of the year were supposed to be for students to find
the buildings their classes were in.
buy books, meet their roommates and set up their rooms. But
these desperately-needed days to
settle into the academic year were
eliminated, to the detriment of
the entire student body. Another
example of poor planning by the
University.
The cynical may think that the
reason behind all these scheduling woes might have something
to do with the self-serving interests of teachers and faculty, but
that isnt true. According to Joel
Freimark. student representative
to the Faculty Senate, "Faculty
(members) are just as annoyed by
the scheduling."
Everybody needs to take this
seriously, because the word is that
next year's schedule is set up the
same way. We need to change
this problem now or we're going
to get screwed again next year. We
pay too much money at this university for our concerns to be
ignored. I'll be gone next year, but
it is still Important for me to
expose the flaws in this fine institution that my tuition dollars
have helped build and maintain.
If you are as angry as I am. you
need to take the initiative and
voice your concerns. Freimark
suggests writing an e-mail or let
ter to President Rlbeau, the
Faculty Senate, and USG. So do I.
This is the only way that
administration will take us seriously and change this ridiculous
schedule. We are the customers
and we need to demand better
service.

So why do we still feel a sense
of apprehension and wariness
over this contract?
To begin with, we are used to
living in America. We have been
raised in the United States, home
of capitalism and land of the free
market. When we go to a store, we
buy what we like and what we
want. Oiu choice is a monetary
vote for a company's product.
That means it feels strangely
un-American to go into a store
and not have an unlimited
amount of choices.

JAMES 0PACICH
SOPHOMORE
IPC
"I'm a Coke fan, but
I'll deal with it."

This public
forum belongs
to you
With the advent of a new
semester, the BG News goes
through its semi-annual change
in editorial board.
Along with that change comes
new faces responsible for the
words that appear in these pages.
New reporters and new columnists have a chance to get to
re|>ort or pontificate.
While the names and styles
have changed, the purpose of the
BG News remains the same. Each
section takes on a bit of the collective personality of its editors
and writers.
In specific, we here in the
Opinion section liave taken up
the mantle of creating a published version of a public forum
for the views of BGSU students.

However, as anybody knowledgable in definitions can
explain, a public forum is made
of more than one voice. It incorporates thoughts from all points
on the moral and ethical spectrum. Most importantly, this public forum depends on more than
just the words that BG News staff
members create.
Enter the reader. While any
newspaper attempts to keep on
top of all the happenings, it is a
monumental job. Suggestions
and leads are always welcome,
and can be dropped off at the
same locations as a letter to the
editor.
Speaking of. this section of
the Opinion page is where your
opinions can appear. Read the
paper, listen to your friends and
formulate your own thoughts.
Once those steps have been
performed, contribute the
thoughts to the fourth page of
the BG News This page isnt just
for the flair and musings of our

columnists. It is for you. Every
word on this page is meant to get
you thinking and get you reacting.
So... React. Think. Debate.
Write. Most importantly, make
your voice heard.
I Michael Bestul,
Opinion Edrtor
test@rjgret bgsuedu
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NATALIE WALTER
SOPHOMORE
EARY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION
"I enjoy Pepsi, so it
will be fine."

JODIE TAYLOR
SOPHOMORE
THEATRE
"I don't drink either,
so it doesn't matter"
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KRISTEN SPRANKlf.

SOPHOMORE
SOCIAL WORK
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"All 1 want is a Cherry
Coke. I'm so pissed.
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Olscamp undergoes change
OLSCAMP, FROM PAGE 1

Capital Planning, the custodial
and electrical departments, The
Collaborative and a contracted
sign company.
A budget of $8,000 was
approved by Dobb, with the plans
slimmed down in order to be
practical instead of elaborate.
These changes are part of an
overall upgrade to Olscamp,
which also includes DVD players
for some classrooms and a
replacement of the 800 lumens
projector in room 101 with a new,
4500 lumens projector.
The new signs outside the

rooms, which Baker said are in
accordance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act and will be
easier to see, display both large
white print and braille on a contrastingly dark background. They
also identify the designations for
certain rooms more clearly. And
now instead of odd numbers
being on one side of the building
and even numbers on the other,
they go around in order. Many
believe the new organization is
more logical and sequential.
"I am positive we will see a difference," said Baker.
Baker anticipates that the new
system may cause confusion for

the first couple of weeks. But the
confusion may lessen when
planned directories and wall
marquees are all installed.
Schedule and room changes are
being distributed to many students and directors, and the
Olscamp staff will have to memorize both the new and the old systems in order to give directions.
Rooms printed for Olscamp Hall
on students' schedules should be
numbered correctly according to
the changes that were made.
Spring term will be the first trial of
the new system's success.

WELCOME BAN

Ifce (lee 1
Hook Store

Pepsi, ABC have U. market
PEPSI, FROM PAGE 1

Overland is working with
Marcos Popovich, president of
the Undergraduate Student
Government, and other student
leaders to work out a system to
allot the money.
"We don't have any details
worked out yet," Overland said.
"We didn't want to do anything
until the contract was signed.
Now we'll be on the fast track."
According to the contract, the
money Pepsi is providing the
University can be used any way
the UiJversity chooses.
"There are no stipulations to
the use of the money," said Mike
Bartley, account representative
for Pepsi. "This is a prestigious
account. I think our benefits will
continue to grow with our market
share."
Pepsi has also added over 100
vending machines, some of
which will be fitted with Big
Charge card readers. Most of the

machines offer 20 oz. bottles for
$1. Aluminum can machines
have been minimized, but the
price for a can has been reduced a
nickel to 65 cents. ABC will have
only a few vending machines
offering their new age beverages
for $1.25. These prices have been
set for three years.
Although concerns were
brought out by the Student
Environmental Action Group and
University Recycling Program
during negotiations over the
increased amount of 20 oz. bottles, Schimpf said the University
is addressing them.
According to an e-mail sent out
to faculty and administration, a
committee has been formed to
continue the campus recycling
program and address new issues
arising from the agreement
The Pepsi agreement comes
after two years of negotiations
with
beverage
suppliers.
Originally, the University negotiated with six suppliers, Pepsi,

Coke, ABC, Sysco food systems
and AVI food systems. Although
AVI did not enter into a beverage
contract, they will still supply the
University with convenience
store items and coffee.
Both Pepsi and ABC provided
beverages to the University prior
to the contract along with Coke,
whose products were removed
after the negotiations with Pepsi
were finalized during the break.
"(Coke's) contract expired a
year ago and they continued to
supply us on a semester to
semester basis," Schimpf said. As
a result, there were no penalties
for breaking a contract with Coke.
When the University first
entered negotiations with the
suppliers, it was looking to enter a
10-year contract and receive $3 to
$4 million. That changed, however.
"The president did not want to
go with a 10-year contract,"
Schimpf said. Instead the contract will be renegotiated in five
years.

WE SELL
NEW&
USED
TEXTBOOKS
We pay cash for your
books year round!
Large Selection of

RUSH
HOURS
Starting
January 16
Tuesday &
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January 16 & 17
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Thursday
January 18
9am-8pm

BGSU Imprinted
Sportswear and
Other BGSU

Friday
January 19
9am-6pm

Imprinted Items.
Large Selection of
KHstiUmShefveliiKlBGNew

STAGE: A facelift to the building makes way for Panera Bread downtown.

Panera adds variety downtown
PAMERA. FROM PAGE 1

also serve many types of bagels,
soups, salads, beverages and coffees.
"Panera is different from other
cafes because our bread is baked
fresh each night at 10 p.m., everything from the soups to salads
will be made from fresh materials," said Kevin Lent, part owner
of the Bowling Green shop.
According to Lent, the customer will find different attractions when they visit Panera
Bread. On certain occasions, a
customer might visit the Cafe' and
receive free samples of bread,
watch a baker work with dough
or even receive instruction on
how to bake the bread that the
shop offers.
Amanda Przybysz, a shift manager at the Penysburg cale said
she believes that the wide range
of offerings Panera Bread has separates it from all other coffee/spe-

cialty shops like it.
"The shop will offer everything
from fresh-baked bread to coffee,
making the customers selection
much more diverse than other
coffee shops," Przybysz said.
Although this cate is different
from other shops in BG, it still
offers a similar coffee-shop type
experience. Like other coffee
shops people will be able to go to
the Caff, meet new people and
order food from a diverse menu.
"Panera's combination of more
diversity than a coffee shop or
bakery makes it very unique
compared to other bakeries,"
Lent said.
lason St. Haiti', a manager at
Buggy Whip Bakery, a bakery on
East Court Street, which is similar
to Panera Bread, said he feels the
addition of the franchise to
Bowling Green will not harm his
business.
"Because our bakery is more
along the lines of cookies and

?**9
Hyw travel Interstate 80 from
Met Yrt City to San FramiscQ,
t% hwnaiv states trill you
pass through?

cake, the arrival of Panera Bread
will not affect our business overall," St. Claire said.
Panera Bread's opening will
create about 55 job opportunities. Although the Bowling Green
location is not slated to open for
about five more months, employment will be needed in order for
the new shop to open.
Currently, employees in the
Perrysburg franchise, which is
under the same management as
the Bowling Green shop, receive
$6.50 an hour as a minimum
wage All people who are hired
are expected to do a little bit of
everything,
according
to
Przybysz. Some of the duties of
employees of the Panera Bread
shops include: Bakery, Cafe,
Register and Soups/Salads.
Przybysz said the working environment is friendly to employees
because the same is expected of
everyone, to provide the best
quality goods to customers.
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UKRAINE'S DEPUTY PREMIER CHARGED
KIEV. Ukraine (AP) - Ukraine's top prosecutor
charged a deputy piinie minister on Monday with
stealing Russian natural gas, in one of the country's
highest-profile probes into official corruption.
Julia Tymoshenko denied any wrongdoing and
claimed the case was orchestrated by political rivals.

OPINION

EDITORIAL

U. gets money, gives up choice
There is something different in

the newsroom.
For countless years, there wasa
eonslani sight just around the
corner from our offices in 210
West Hall When it came to liquid
refreshment, we knew what the
choices were
That has changed, and not Just
in the newsroom.
All over campus the oldbevei
age vending machines have
given way to the shiny new Pepsi
versions Over the short winter
break. Coca-Cola !,>st its bid to
provide beverages to this campus,

On the upside, the University
has picked up $1.1 million from
Pepsi for these rights. That's akin
to 110 new students paying for
tuition, room and board, without
overcrowding classrooms and
dorms.
Student organizations will also
receive funding from this deal.
For the next four years. Pepsi will
pour $43,000 into our extra-cur licular activities along with
$10,000 worth of Pepsi products.
Year five will net student organizations only $21,500; still, that
isn't too shabby.
In addtion to the money. Pepsi

YOU DECIDE
Is the University's contract
with Pepsi a beneficial one.
or is it a bad idea for this
campus? Let us know at
bgnews@listptK.bgsu edu

doesn't have a complete monopoly over the beverage choice.
About twenty percent of the liquid refreshment sold on campus
will likely come from American
Bottling Company, makers of
Snapple, 7UP and the New Age

The U. that stole
Christmas (break)
AT ISSUE Mai iv BG students felt overwhelmed with
exai us and Christmas so close together this year.
Welcome lurk to yet another
wonderful semester here at BG. I
hope you all enjoyed your break,
because I in still pissed off.
1 was one of the mat iy unfortunate students w do had a 3:30
exam on Ft Idas afternoon By the
time I finally packed up and left
town on
he stress had
finally cauglii up wiiii me and I
was sick as a dog There I was. driving two hours home, nearly hal
lurinating, with a cough and a
fever.
Knowing that I was sick and
had to buy presents, 1 had to
Stumble through a packed mall
on Saturday night with the dull
acheol the flu In all of my Joints. I
made it home in time to drink
some Thora Flu and say "hi" to
my parents just before I passed
out upstairs to catch up on lost
sleep from finals' week.
1 woke up the next day having
both a full-blown cold, and a
sinus-clogged head containing
strong remnants from my
Paleontology,
Abnormal
Psychology and Journalism
History exams. By ihe time I
clumsily wrapped mv presents
and watched a little TV, it was
Christmas Eve. Everything flew
past me in a blur I've been at BG
since '97 and I've never felt
rushed like I did I his year.
Christmas basically passed me
by thanks to the good folks at
BGSU The holiday season is a
time to be spent with family and
friends, not teachers and exams.
I was robbed, plain and simple
I was lucky enough to have a
job that I could return to once I
got healthy to pay off Santa Claus,
but many students weren't.
Holiday jobs were gobbled up by
students from other schools that
actually finished their semester in
a reasonable time.
Poor college kids need the
chance to make money for tlie
holidays Three days is not
enough time to find a job and
make any money. Some of you
might relate to this. There just
wasn't enough time to get tilings
done this year.
Without time to look at the
family Christmas tree. Iiang up
stockings and spend time with
loved ones, it didn't even feel like
Christmas even though my yard
was covered with snow. By the
time I got into the Christmas spirit, it was over.
There aren't many times that
you'll hear me talk about Toledo
in a favorable light, but at least LFT
didn't subject Its customers (students) to the same hell that I was

To begin with, we are used to
living in America. We have been
raised in the United States, home
of capitalism and land of the free
market. When we go to a store, we
buy what we like and what we
want. Our choice is a monetary
vote for a company's product.
That means it feels strangely
un-American to go into a store
and not have an unlimited
amount of choices.

But it doesn't just resonate with
our innate patriotism. In this day
and age, very few college students want to seem beholden to
corporate Interests. This is supposed to be an educational enterprise. We dont want our administration or student organizations
to begin to rely upon corporate
money to do their particular
activities.
This is supposed to be an educational enterprise. We pay a
large amount of money to attend
classes, participate in student
organizations and earn a degree
or two. This deal now adds another item to that list. We are paying

to be a captive market for the
Pepsi corporation. Pepsi does not
see this University as a place of
education. We are an investment
and a profit generator. Each student Is a possible convert Into a
loyal consumer of a Pepsi product.
The biggest concern comes
from a single question. This contract is going to last for five years,
when most of us will be gone.
How reliant on corporate money
is BGSU going to be when the
contract expires?
What is going to happen after
that fifth year?

ON THE STREET

What do you think of
the University going
completely Pepsi?

JAMES 0PACICH
SOPHOMORE
IPC
"I'm a Coke fan, but
I'll deal with it"

This public
forum belongs
to you
With the advent of a new
semester, the BG News goes
through its semi-annual change
in editorial board.
Along with that change comes
new faces responsible for the
words that appear in these pages
New reporters and new columnists have a chance to get lo
report or pontificate.
While the names and styles
have changed, the purpose of the
BG News remains ihe same. Each
section takes on a bit of the col
lective personality of its editors
and writers.
In specific, we here in the
Opinion section liave taken up
the mantle of creating a published version of a public forum
for the views of BGSU students.

However, as anybody knowledgable in definitions can
explain, a public forum is made
of more than one voice. It incorporates thoughts from all points
on the moral and ethical spectrum. Most importantly, this public forum depends on more than
just die words that BG News staff
members create.
Enter the reader. While any
newspaper attempts to keep on
top of all the happenings, it is a
monumental job. Suggestions
and leads are always welcome,
and can be dropped off at tlie
same locations as a letter to the
editor.
Speaking of. this section of
the Opinion page is where your
opinions can appear. Read the
paper, listen to your friends and
formulate your own thoughts.
Once those steps have been
performed, contribute the
thoughts to the fourth page of
the BG News. This page isnt just
for the flair and musings of our

columnists. It is for you. Every
word on this page is meant to get
you thinking and get you reacting.
So... React. Think. Debate.
Write. Most importantly, make
your voice heard.
J. lAchael Bestul.
Opinion Editor
best@bgnet.bgsu edu
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MATALIE WALTER
SOPHOMORE
EARY CHILDHOOD
EDUCATION
7 enjoy Pepsi, so it
will be fine."

JODIE TAYLOR
SOPHOMORE
THEATRE
"I don't drink either,
so it doesn't matter"

KRISTEN SPRANKLE
SOPHOMORE
SOCIAL WORK
"All I want is a Cherry
Coke. Ym so pissed.
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So why do we still feel a sense
of apprehension and wariness
over this contract?

PEOPLE LETIERTO THE READER

BRIAN
ENGELMAN
Aast. Opinion Editor
put through. Administration did n't think this decision through.
Did BG even consider students
who live out of state or faraway? If
the well-being of these students
doesn't matter, you should all
pack up and transfer to a college
that truly puts its "Students First.''
Tliis wasn't the first lime this year
that schedule changes have
caused problems.
Fall break was bad enough.
Sure we got an extra couple of
days off in November, but we had
to sacrifice two days at the start of
the semester.
These two extra days at the
beginning of the year were supposed to be for students to find
the buildings their classes were in,
buy books, meet their roommates and set up their rooms. But
these desperately-needed days to
settle into the academic year were
eliminated, to the detriment of
the entire student body. Another
example of poor planning by the
University.
The cynical may think that the
reason behind all these scheduling woes might have something
lo do with the self-serving interests of teachers and faculty, but
that isn't true. According to Joel
Freimark, student representative
to the Faculty Senate, "Faculty
(members) are just as annoyed by
the scheduling.''
Everybody needs to take this
serioi isry, because the word is that
next year's schedule is set up the
same way. We need to change
this problem now or we're going
to get strewed again next year. We
pay too much money at this university for our concerns to be
ignored. I'll begone next year, but
it is still important for me to
expose the flaws in this fine institution that my tuition dollars
have helped build and maintain.
II you are as angry as I am, you
need to take the initiative and
voice your concerns. Freimark
suggests writing an e-mail or letter to President Ribeau, the
Faculty Senate, and USG. So do I.
This is the only way that
administration will take us seriously and change this ridiculous
schedule. We are the customers
and we need to demand better
service.
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Olscamp undergoes change
OLSCAMP, FROM PAGE 1

Capital Planning, the custodial
and electrical departments, The
Collaborative and a contracted
sign company.
A budget of $8,000 was
approved by Dobb, with the plans
slimmed down in order to be
practical instead of elaborate.
These changes are part of an
overall upgrade to Olscamp,
which also includes DVD players
for some classrooms and a
replacement of the 800 lumens
projector in room 101 with a new,
4500 lumens projector.
The new signs outside the

rooms, which Baker said are in
accordance with the Americans
with Disabilities Act and will be
easier to see, display both large
white print and braille on a contrastingly dark background. They
also identify the designations for
certain rooms more clearly. And
now instead of odd numbers
being on one side of the building
and even numbers on the other,
they go around in order. Many
believe the new organization is
more logical and sequential.
"I am positive wc will see a difference," said Baker.
Baker anticipates that the new
system may cause confusion for

the first couple of weeks. But the
confusion may lessen when
planned directories and wall
marquees are all installed.
Schedule and room changes are
being distributed to many students and directors, and the
Olscamp staff will have to memorize both the new and the old systems in order to give directions.
Rooms printed for Olscamp Hall
on students' schedules should be
numbered correctly according to
the changes that were made.
Spring term will be the first trial of
the new system's success.

WELCOME BAI1

Hook Store

Pepsi, ABC have U. market
PEPSI, FROM PAGE 1
Overland is working with
Marcos Popovich, president of
the Undergraduate Student
Government, and other student
leaders to work out a system to
allot the money.
"We don't have any details
worked out yet," Overland said.
"We didn't want to do anything
until the contract was signed.
Now we'll be on the fast track."
According to the contract, the
money Pepsi is providing the
University can be used any way
the Ui uVersity chooses.
"There are no stipulations to
the use of the money," said Mike
Hartley account representative
for Pepsi. "This is a prestigious
account. I think our benefits will
continue to grow with our market
share."
Pepsi has also added over 100
vending machines, some of
which will be fitted with Big
Charge card readers. Most of the

machines offer 20 oz. bottles for
$1. Aluminum can machines
have been minimized, but the
price for a can has been reduced a
nickel to 65 cents. ABC will have
only a few vending machines
offering their new age beverages
for $125. These prices have been
set for three years.
Although concerns
were
brought out by the Student
Environmental Action Group and
University Recycling Program
during negotiations over the
increased amount of 20 oz. bottles, Schimpf said the University
is addressing them.
According to an e-mail sent out
to faculty and administration, a
committee has been formed to
continue the campus recycling
program and address new issues
arising from the agreement
The Pepsi agreement comes
after two years of negotiations
with
beverage
suppliers.
Originally, the University negotiated with six suppliers, Pepsi,

Coke, ABC, Sysco food systems
and AVI food systems. Although
AVI did not enter into a beverage
contract, they will still supply the
University with convenience
store items and coffee.
Both Pepsi and ABC provided
beverages to the University prior
to the contract along with Coke,
whose products were removed
after the negotiations with Pepsi
were finalized during the break.
"(Coke's) contract expired a
year ago and they continued to
supply us on a semester to
semester basis," Schimpf said. As
a result, there were no penalties
for breaking a contract with Coke.
When the University first
entered negotiations with the
suppliers, it was looking to enter a
10-year contract and receive $3 to
$4 million. That changed, however.
"The president did not want to
go with a 10-year contract,"
Schimpf said. Instead the contract will be renegotiated in five
years.
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STAGE: A facelift to the building makes way for Panera Bread downtown.

Panera adds variety downtown
PANERA. FROM PAGE 1
also serve many types of bagels,
soups, salads, beverages and coffees.
"Panera is different bum other
cafes because our bread is baked
fresh each night at 10 p.m., everything from the soups to salads
will be made from fresh materials," said Kevin Lent, part owner
of the Bowling Green shop.
According to Lent, the customer will find different attractions when they visit Panera
Bread. On certain occasions, a
customer might visit the Caf* and
receive free samples of bread,
watch a baker work with dough
or even receive instruction on
how to bake the bread that the
shop offers.
Amanda Przybysz, a shift manager at the Perrysburg cafe" said
she believes that the wide range
of offerings Panera Bread has separates it from all other coffee/spe-

cialty shops like iL
"The shop will offer everything
from fresh-baked bread to coffee,
making the customers selection
much more diverse than other
coffee shops," Przybysz said.
Although this cafe" is different
from other shops in BG, it still
offers a similar coffee-shop type
experience. Like other coffee
shops people will be able to go to
the Cafe", meet new people and
order food from a diverse menu.
"Panera's combination of more
diversity than a coffee shop or
bakery makes it very unique
compared to other bakeries,"
Lent said.
Jason St. Claire, a manager at
Buggy Whip Bakery, a bakery on
East Court Street, which is similar
to Panera Bread, said he feels the
addition of the franchise to
Bowling Green will not harm his
business.
"Because our bakery is more
along the lines of cookies and

cake, the arrival of Panera Bread
will not affect our business overall," St. Claire said.
Panera Bread's opening will
create about 55 job opportunities. Although the Bowling Green
location is not slated to open for
about five more months, employment will be needed in order for
the new shop to open.
Currently, employees in the
Perrysburg franchise, which is
under the same management as
the Bowling Green shop, receive
$6.50 an hour as a minimum
wage. All people who are hired
are expected to do a little bit of
everything,
according
to
Przybysz. Some of the duties of
employees of the Panera Bread
shops include: Bakery, CaK,
Register and Soups/Salads.
Przybysz said the working environment is friendly to employees
because the same is expected of
everyone, to provide the best
quality goods to customers.
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U. Dayton suspends homecoming
" ...students had mixed reactions when they learned
that the long-running tradition was being suspended."
" ...Oakwood neighbors complained of the behavior in
the Ghetto after homecoming weekend"
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Maddox earns posthumous degree
In a rare moment,
the U. has honored
a student who died
shortly before graduation with a
degree.
ByCrafetiffonJ
CHIEF REPORTED

The University will be honoring Lynn Maddox a Bachelor of
Science in Education.
Maddox, who passed away last
semester of an embolism in her
leg, was an honor student and
member of the Sigma Lambda
Gamma sorority.

According to Terri Sharp, director of media relations, a degree is
given to a student who has
passed away, "when the student
is close to graduation, if the student is enrolled at the University
and if the college refers it."
Maddox would have most likely
graduated this spring, Sharp said.
Maddox is not the first
University student to be honored
with a degree after passing away,
although it is a rarity, according to
Sharp. Maddox was the second
student in the 2000 calendar year
to recieve a degree of this type. A
technology major who passed
away last spring also received

"It's very unusual and extremely rare that we would give two in
one year," Sharp said.
The degree will be presented to
Maddox's family in Perrysburg by
the Sigma Lambda Gamma
sorority.
"We have the diploma and will
give it to her family, probably
within the next week." said Lena
Quintero, member of the sorority.
Maddox's sorority was pleased
by the University's decision to
present a degree in her honor.
"We were extremty excited and
overwhelmed with joy over the
University granting it to her,"
Quintero said. "We were ecstatic
and proud of her."

Sharp feels a degree given in a
person's honor is a good gesture
by the University.
"It's a nice way to remember
them. 1 think it is kind of nice."
she said.
Quintero said that she and the
other members of the sorority felt
Maddox deserved to be honored
with the Bachelor of Science in
Education.
"Lynn always worked hard. She
was serious about her grades and
her work" Quintero said. "To
recieve that from the University is
very nice of them to do.
"You are proud of someone
when they accomplish so many
things in their life as Lynn did."

U. loses 2 students
while on break
Andrew Rowe, a senior criminal justice major, and Sushma
Somayajula, a graduate student
studying computer science, died
while on winter break from
University classes. Services for
both were held over break
Several University departments
on campus in which both students were involved are discussing possible memorial services, which, if held, would occur
later in the semester. Further
information will be provided
when available.
Rowe, 22, was from Elyria,
Ohio, and was involved in a fatal
hunting accident in Coshocton
County, Ohio, on Dec. 28, 2000.
He was one of the top students in
his program and was scheduled

to graduate in May. Funeral
arrangements were handled by
the Busch Scheffler Curtis
Funeral Chapel in Elyria His parents, Marty and Megan Rowe, put
together a scholarship fund in his
name far criminal justice students.
Somayajula, 2?, was an intemational student from Hyderdad,
India. She died of cardiac arrest
from an overdose of sleeping pills
the morning of Ian. 4,2001 in her
apartment on Manville Avenue.
Deck-Hanneman handled the
funeral arrangements and her
burial took place in India.
Somayajula was a web designer
for Student Publications and she
participated in the International
Programs on campus.

1 more fire;
possible arson
BGNEWS
A house on East Wboster
Street is the latest victim in
Bowling Green's recent rash of
fires.
The incendiary fire atl236
East Wfooster is still under investigation, according to Scott
Eschedore and IX Tom Mauk of
the Bowling Green
Fire
Department. Both were at the
scene and are part of the investigaOon. The department suspects
a possible break-in.
"When we arrived, there was
heavy smoke along the street,"

«m»J0 L Iron BG Nnn

New Year Fire: Pete's Processing Plant, located on East Court Street and North Enterprise Street, went up in a blaze New Year's Day. Over
40 firefighters were needed to put out the fire; four were injured. The cause of the fire was ruled to be electrical by the Bowling Green Fire
Department. This was the third fire in three weeks to start in Bowling Green. AL-Mar Lanes, which caught fire in mid-December, was ruled
to be accidental. Another fire over break took out an apartment on Main Street.
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Mauk said. "Flames were coming
out the southwest first floor window. The first and second floors
were smoking heavily."
The firemen said it took 45
minutes to get the blaze under
controL They spent another hour
and a half on overhauL
"Personal belongings were a
total loss," Mauk said. He said
also that whatever wasn't burned
was smoked-over, and that three
rooms were destroyed.
A reward of up to $5,000 for
information is being offered by
the Ohio Insurance Institute.
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U. Dayton students angered by suspension
ByB*tt!°a«s

pus are upset by the decisior
T can see why they did it,' jaid
Kevin May, senior history major
and Homecoming King nominee. "But they didn't weigh the
good things the HPO did, like the
concert, to the bad.
"The local media is also quick
to jump on the bad things the! go
on here," he said. "You don't see
the good speakers that come here
on the news and even the celebration of the sesquicentennial
didn't gel much publicity."
According to Schumacher, the
positive events were overshadowed. The Homecoming blood
drive was the most successful
non-tragedy related blood drive
in Dayton in the past six years.
The UD Concert Board reported
selling 1,500 tickets to a non-alcoholic concert, and the Joe Belle
Memorial Award honored UD's
outstanding alumni.
"I don't think canceling
Homecoming is solving the problem," said Sara Beall, senior biology and journalism major. "It's
putting a Band-Aid on the situation, but it's not really solving
anything.

u-wiRr .

DAYTON, Ohio - Many
University of Dayton students
were angrv and frustrated upon
learning of the recent suspension
of Homecoming due to drinking,
lewd behavior and excessive rowdiness.
Tailgating was suspended from
the Homecoming football game
five years ago. An event to replace
the popular activity has been a
struggle and has brought excessive binge drinking to the Ghetto.
The decision to further suspend or reinstate a Homecoming
celebration will be a topic the
next president of the university
will be forced to consider.
T think using the word suspend was very clever by the president's council," said Matt
Schumacher, chairman of the
Homecoming
Planning
Organization. "Instead the decision will fall on the shoulders of
the next president of UD. They
have placed our next leader in a
very difficult predicament."
Many students around cam-

"I've noticed a change in the they chose to focus on the negastudents in the five years I've tive rather than the positive.
been here," she said. "They really There wasn't a difference
don't care too much about between this Homecoming and
other's property. I think the years past when it wasn't canadministration should be more celled."
concerned about the lack of
Some students had mixed
respect around campus than try- reactions when they actually
ing to solve a drinking problem learned that the long-running
that will almost
tradition was
always exist on
"I'm a bit bitter. It being suspendcollege campuscould have gone ed.
es."
"I had heard
Other
stu- two ways, but they talk about it, but
dents seem hurt
chose to focus on didn't think
there was little
they'd actually
the
negative rather go
warning.
through with
"It seems to
than the positive." it," said Danielle
be like they
Koran, senior
knew they were
public relations
MARGE
HUFF,
U.DAYTON
going to cancel
major. Koran
Homecoming
thought the talk
way before the weekend," said of cancelling Homecoming was
Marge Huff, senior sociology merely a threat.
major, Homecoming Queen and
"I'm going to be graduating
SGA senior senator.
and as a senior, we are the
Huff is upset because the unlucky ones who won't have a
weeklong events that were so weekend to catch up with those
successful had no bearing on the people who we may have lost
decision to cancel the event.
contact with," she said.
"I'm a bit bitter," she said. "It
"UD
is
known
for
could have gone two ways, but Homecoming. It's a tradition,"

she said. "It may turn out to hurt
the university in the long run."
According to Bill Hunt, director of
alumni programs, the loss of
Homecoming will not affect the
university's ability to raise
money.
Former students return to
campus each June for the alumni
reunion, and Hunt says the
school plans to try to attract
younger alumni to that event.
Amy Dowling, sophomore
middle childhood education
major, learned of the suspension
in the Dayton Daily News and
discussed it in one of her classes.
"No, it's not the right choice,"
she said of the suspension. "It's
difficult to get together with your
friends after you graduate and
you live apart.
"My brother graduated from
UD in '92 and he's come back
every year since," she said. "It's
unfortunate that things got out of
control on Saturday night and
people from outside the UD
community had to get involved."
Oakwood neighbors complained of the behavior in the

Ghetto after Home-coming
weekend.
"Bad publicity in the community was a result of things that had
accumulated throughout the
school year," Schumacher said.
"Actions by UD students that didn't even take place during
Homecoming were brought up
and made the situation worse.
"UD's administrators are trying to shake UD's reputation for
fun and craziness while the students are trying to outdo their
predecessors who built the reputation in the first place," he said.
Graduating seniors are among
the most dissapointed by the
decision.
"It's disappointing that people
can't come back for one designated weekend during the school
year to see old friends," said Julie
Parina, senior psychology major.
lason Strayer, senior chemical
engineering major agreed.
"If they Ipolicel had acted during the day then not as much
trouble would have happened at
night," he said.
Strayer, who lives on Keifaber,

Community leaders discuss riot prevention at Ohio State U.
By Stephanie Feher I len Peters

COLUMBUS, Ohio - It has
been two months since the Nov.
19 riots after the Michigan game,
and Ohio State University's
administration is still looking for
ways to regulate parties and reckless behavior in the off-campus
area
Having security at large parties
and increasing evening programming for students are both ideas
that were discussed as ways to
curb off-campus violence at the
Safety Steering Committee meeting held Wednesday at the
Fawcert Center.
Bill Hall, interim vice president
of Student Affairs, is "encouraged
that students have come forward
to help deal with the large scale
problem." He is calling for acorn""•KPP of students, business own-

ers, community leaders and
police officers to further explore
the security proposal and other
options
"Students that are trying to
curtail things when they get out
of hand would have the help and
hopefully things wouldn't get out
of hand with the police officers
.here, but it brings up questions
in terms of: If we have an officer
there, what about underage
drinking? Do the area landlords
need to be notified? What about
the residents? Is there a time limit
on the length of the party? All of
those kinds of issues, I think,
need to be mapped out," Hall
said.
Other aspects of the proposal
include using fencing, checking
IDs at the gate, limiting the
amount of alcohol and turning
music down after a certain hour.

The Council of Graduate
Students and USG have a proposal to allow students to hire offduty police officers to help regulate off-campus parries, using an
allocation of the funds provided
by the Coca-Cola contract that
was signed in July. It is estimated
that it would cost $200 to have an
off-duty officer at a party for four
hours.
The idea comes from an effort
to decrease the amount of fights
and violent crimes that take place
at off-campus parties.
A main problem area is
between Chittenden and East
16th avenues.
"This seems to be where people from all over Ohio drive to
during football weekends and the
simple fact is that naive students
will be taken advantage of," said
Ron Meyers, president of CGS. Of

die 35 people who were anested
during Michigan weekend, only
11 were OSU students.
"There are only a few weekends out of the year that we really
have these problems. We want to
get the message out to students
to be responsible hosts, keep the
party size down, provide nonalcoholic drinks and know your
guests," Meyers said.
He also said the administration
is trying to build a better relationship with the students. "If we just
get half of the people that are having these riotous parties to have
assistance there, then we can
stop these riots, and immensely
save lives and money, Meyers
said."
Some are looking to the greek
community as an example of
how effective security can control
large parties. Greek parries are

equipped with a security guard,
guest list and mark underage students.
Willie J. Young, director of OffCampus Student Services, said he
thinks students who aie having
numerous kegs at their parties
would not consider inviting an
officer, but believes having a
g-.;>st list helps deter problems
with violence.

"The students may not know
what they are asking for, howevf i
it may be the step in the right
direction," said Terry Perrigo of
the Columbus Division of Policp.
He cited another problem wilh
this idea of having police officers
at large parties is finding off-duty
police officers to giv>: up their off
time.

"Everybody's invited if you
don't have an attendance list,"
Young said.

However, not everyone Is
pleased with the funding of this
proposal.

Still there are many concerns
with this proposal from students.

"I think it would really make
OSU look bad in the eyes of thp
city, mainly by trying to curb the
abuse of alcohol by using Coke
money," said Amanda Rumyon
Lynche, a spokeswoman at the
University District Organization.
"It still looks like OSU is saying
students will be students."

"Would anyone really call for
an officer to regulate a party if a
host knows underage drinking
would be going on?" said Jay
Greener, a student associate of
Campus Partners "Almost every
party I have been at has underage
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CHILE DECORATES STING WITH AWARD
SANTIAGO, Chile (AP) — British rock star Sting was
decorated with a human rights award by the Chilean
government Monday. The Gabriela Mistral medal,
named after Chile's 1945 Nobel-Prize winning poet,
was bestowed on Sting by Foreign Minister Soledad
Alvear.

WORLD

Taiwan's premier was wrong, says court
By WiLUAM FOREMAN
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

TAIPEI, Taiwan — Taiwan's
highest court ruled on Monday
that the premier should have
won the legislature's support
before scrapping a nuclear project, a landmark legal decision
that could force the Taiwanese
leader to resign.
Many hoped the decision by
the Grand Justices would end
political feuding that has already
threatened to topple the minority
government and has played a
major role in the stock market's
44 percent drop last year.
After weeks of deliberation, the
15-judge panel ruled that
Premier Chang Chun-hsiung,
Taiwan's No. 3 ranking leader,
should have consulted with the
legislature before he canceled the
S5 I-billion nuclear plant, which
was one-third complete.
"The legislature should make
the final decision on the issue,"
Yang Ren-shou. secretary-general
of the Judicial Yuan, told reporters
while explaining the court's deci-

sion.
The president and premier did
not immediately comment.
President Chen Shui-bian
insisted that finishing the plant,
approved in 1980, would be irresponsible because Taiwan cannot safety store the waste.
The plant decision infuriated
opposition parties, which control
the legislature and said they must
first approve termination of the
project
The court said that if the premier did not want to confer with
the legislature, he should resign.
The premier is appointed by the
president and responsible for
selling the government's policies
to the legislature.
Shortly after the court
announced its decision, the government said it would honor the
ruling.
"We hope the report will allow
the premier to make his report to
lawmakers," Vice Premier Lai Lngjaw told reporters. "We hope that
this decision will calm the people
and stabilize the political situa-

tion.'
The president of the legislature,
Wang lin-pyng, told reporters
that the government should
immediately restore the nuclear
project or request lawmakers'
approval for canceling the plain.
"We should seek a resolution to
help bring political stability," said
Wang, whose
once-ruling
Nationalist Party won the legislature's approval of the project in
1980.
Many expected that the
Nationalists, who control the legislature, would demand that the
premier resign and form a coalition cabinet with the powerful
opposition.
Scrapping the nuclear plant
was a campaign promise of
Chen, whose March election victory made him Taiwan's first president from an opposition party.
Chen's first premier, Tang Fei,
was widely criticized by the president's Democratic Progressive
Party because he supported the
plant.

Associated Press Photo

SECURITY MEASURES: Taiwan's U.S.-made M60 tanks maneuver through an exeicise Tuesday on the
outlying isnalnd of Penghu In the Taiwan Strait, approximately 27 miles off Taiwan's central coast.
Taiwan Is performing normal military exercises and are at "normal" security levels in outlying posts.

Islamic court reduces, postpones teen's flogging
By GIIBERT DA COSTA
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

ABUJA, Nigeria — Under
mounting international pressure,
an Islamic court has reduced and
indefinitely postponed the Hogging of a 17-year-old Muslim girl
who says she was pressured by
her father to have sex with three
men, officials said Monday.
The girl, Bariya Ibrahim
Magazu, was sentenced to 180

lashes with a cane in September
by an Islamic court in the northem Nigerian state of Zamfara
Last week, the court reduced
the penalty to 100 lashes for
breaking a law against premarital
sex, dropping the 80 lashes that
were imposed for making unsubstantiated allegations against the
men. who denied having sex with
her, court officials said.
The court also indefinitely

postponed the sentence—which
had been scheduled for Ian. 27,
the first anniversary of the imposition of Islamic law, or sharia, in
the region. Officials said the judge
wanted to give human rights
groups time to appeal the sentence, despite the expiration of
the normal two-week period
allowed for legal challenges.
Lawyers for a local women's
rights group, Baobab, are prepar-

ing an appeal, and another
group, the Nigeria Network of
Non-Governmental
Organizations, is planning a mass
protest Saturday in the commercial capital, Lagos.
The girl was charged after it
was discovered that she was pregnant. According to the rights
group Amnesty International,
she had no representation at her
trial, at which she said she was

impregnated by one of the three
middle-aged men. The sentence
was initially delayed until she
delivered a baby boy on Dec 4.
The sentence has prompted an
outcry from human rights
groups, which fear the girl could
die during the administering of
the lashes. Judge Idris 1 Km,in
Gusau has said her condition
would be monitored throughout
the flogging, which would be

halted if she couldn't cope with
the punishment all at once.
The
Canadian
High
Commission in the capital,
Abuja, delivered a diplomatic
rebuke to the Nigerian government, which later asked Zamfara
authorities to suspend the flogging and explain their decision.
The government stopped short of
saying the sentence should be
overturned.

SPECIAL DISPLAY PERSONALS
Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are!
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or surprise
someone on their Birthday!
Great job in St. Louis!
Congratulations

1x3 = $15.00
(Actual Size)

ITP
leaders-you
make the local
chapter proud!

2x2 = $20.00
with picture provided by you!
(Actual Size)

Display
Personal Ad

10%°"
One coupon per customer
Expires 5-8-01

Great job at
Dance Marathon!
Now you can rest!
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the Gang at Apt 2B

Happy 20th BDay

ROB!
Loue,
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Come to 204 West Hall
to place your ad! Or call
372-6977 for more
information.
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Mid-East assasinations mark new talks
ybrinLaub
ASSOCIATED PRESS WHITER

JERUSALEM — Yasser Arafat's
government on Monday offered
amnesty to suspected collaborators with Israel — an apparent
attempt to blunt international
outrage over executions of
informers and thwart Israel's
campaign
of assassinating
Palestinian militants
Despite this shadowy war
fought by the two sides, peace
talks were to resume Tuesday,
after a day's break called by Israel
over the killing of a Jewish settler
by Palestinians near his greenhouse in the Gaza Strip.
In response to the slaying,
Israeli troops reimposed a tight
blockade on the Gaza Strip, closing the Palestinians' international
airport and border crossings.
Troops blocked major roads, cutting the strip into three parts.
After 30-year-old Roni Tsalah's
body was found Monday in an
orange grove near the Kfar Yam

settlement, a group of settlers
went on a rampage in a nearby
Palestinian village.
Settlers
burned a greenhouse, smashed
car windows and shot toward
homes.

were executed by firing squad —
one at a soccer Geld in Gaza City,
the other at a public square in the
West Bank town of Nablus — as
relatives wailed and hundreds
cried "God is Great!"

In the West Bank village of Kfar
Salem, a Palestinian man was
shot and killed in a clash with
Israeli troops. Earlier in the day,
shots were fired from Kfar Salem
at an Israeli convoy, injuring a
motorist. In another West Bank
village, lii irkin, the body of a suspected informer with Israel was
discovered, Palestinian police
said.

The executions triggered international criticism, and the
European Union asked Arafat to
commute two additional death
sentences for informers handed
down over the weekend.

In all, 369 people have been
killed in 15 weeks of IsraeliPalestinian fighting, including
317 Palestinians, 13 Israeli Arabs,
38 other Israelis and a German
doctor.
The amnesty announcement
came amid world anger over the
executions on Saturday of two
men convicted of helping Israel
assassinate a Palestinian bombmaker in November. The men

people, and stop the assassination of our cadres and our people
by Israel," Abu Medein told The
Associated Press in Gaza City.
He said the informers were victims, but that those who missed
the deadline would not be shown
mercy, he said.
Palestinian officials have said
at least a dozen Palestinian
activists have been killed by

Palestinian justice Minister
Freih Abu Medein said Monday
that suspected collaborators with
Israel who turned themselves in
within the next 45 days would not
be punished. Instead, the
Palestinian Authority would offer
them protection and jobs and
guarantee secrecy.

Israeli commandos in the past
two months, presumably with
the help of collaborators.
Peace talks were on hold for a
day Monday, after Israel asked for
a time-out in response to the
slaying of the Gaza settler. Israeli
Prime Minister Ehud Barak said
the killing was a "terrible, terrible
blow to the peace process."
Palestinian negotiator Ahmed
Qureia said Israel was wasting
time by calling the time-out

Six informers responded to the
offer Monday, officials said.
Abu
Medein
said
the
Palestinian Authority was trying
to prevent future Israeli assassinations of Palestinian militia
leaders. "The main target for this
declaration is just to protect our

However, negotiations were to

Associated Press Photo

ON THE RUN: An unidentified Jew flees fire in the Gaza Strip.
resume Tuesday. The two sides

before President Clinton leaves

are trying to put their agreements

office Jan. 20, or at the latest

and points of dispute on paper

before Israel's Feb. 6 elections.

Cambodian Senate passes bill to try members of Khmer Rouge rule
By Cliea Sottieacheatti
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia —
Cambodia's Senate on Monday
approved a law on creating a tribunal to try Khmer Rouge leaders, and a Cabinet minister said
the court will spare no leader of
the murderous regime.
All 01 deputies present in the
61-seat upper house of parliament voted to pass the U.N.sponsored draft law. which calls
for a tribunal comprised of
Cambodian and international
judges and prosecutors.
The law was passed by the
lower legislative house earlier this
month but still needs approval
from the Constitutional Council

and King Norodom Sihanouk.
Prime Minister Hun Sen expects
the tribunal to start work this
year.
An estimated 1.7 million
Cambodians died of starvation or
disease or were executed during
the 1975-1979 Khmer Rouge rule,
which strove to create an agrarian
Utopia through terror.
The United States has pushed
hard for a trial that would meet
international standards of justice.
"For the sake of justice it's very
important that this process be
implemented in the days ahead,
and we'll be followirg that
process closely," House Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt said
Monday in Cambodia, where he

was meeting with Hun Sen and
Sihanouk. Gephardt, D-Mo., led a
delegation of nine representatives in the latest in a series of
high-profile U.S. visits to
Cambodia
Earlier this month, the United
Nations had objected to some
parts of the draft law, apparently
fearing that they do not meet
international standards and that
they try to put some Khmer
Rouge leaders out of the tribunal's purview. Senators also
expressed worries that some
leaders might be omitted from
prosecution.

lawyers proposed to address
those concerns were incorporated into the law adopted here.

tribunal, assured the Senate that
Ieng Sary could also find himself
under its scrutiny.

Eckhard has said some of the
discrepancies between the two
sides were substantive but that he
didn't think any were "deal-breakers." He has stressed, however,
that they must be resolved before
the Un.ted Nations could enter
into a iormal agreement with
Cambodia.

"When the law is approved
everybody must be under the
law," Sok An said.

Hun Sen has said the government is ready to apprehend anyone the court indicts but has cautioned against prosecution of the
late Pol Pot's former foreign minister arid brother-in-law, Ieng
Sary, saying that could lead to
war. However, Cabinet minister
Sok An, who is responsible for the

U.N. spokesman Fred Eckhard
said Monday in New York that the
United Nations didn't know
which, if any, of the changes U.N.

Many deputies of the ruling
Cambodian
People's
Party,
including Prime Ministe- Hun
Sen, are former members jf the
Khmer Rouge who defected
before the regime was ousted by a
Vietnamese invasion in 1979. The
tribunal is not likely to target
lower-level members of Khmer
Rouge, including the current lawmakers, since the draft law
requires the prosecution of only
those "most responsible" for the
atrocities.

After the Vietnamese invasion,
the Khmer Rouge survived as a
rebel
group
along
the
Cambodian
border
with
Thailand until 1998.
Ieng Sary led the defection of
some 10,000 troops and civilians
in 1996, which crippled the
movement. He was given immunity and now lives freely along
with other top Khmer Rouge in
their former stronghold in northwestern Cambodia.
Only two senior Khmer Rouge
figures are in custody: longtime
military leader Ta Mok, and Kaing
Khek lev, better known as Duch,
the director of the Khmer Rouge
torture center in Phnom Penh.
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You Will Find The Best Housing With US!
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NEW YEAR!
Fast Company's new hours
will be 9 a.m.-5 p.m.,
Monday - Friday, and
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Happy New Year
from the staff of
P Fast Company'.
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Trucks

©

includes oil lilter, oil change with up to 5 quarts
of quality Kendall motor oil, chassis lube), and a
complete vehicle safety inspection Rotate all
hjur tires. *ln lieu of other offers
b9lim Wlfll

90DAYS

Discount
With
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SAVE on our complete inventory of top quality.
lifatima warranted mufflem - good tor ai long as
you own your car
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MON-FRI 8am-6pm
SAT
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JW - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year - Two Person Rale - $675.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $560.00
SOS THI:HSTIN - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Furnished.
School Year • Two Person Rale - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00
517 E. RF.ED - At Thurslin One Bedroom. 1 Bath.
Furnished or Unfurnished.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $495.00
One Year • Two Person Rale - $425.00
HI THIIRSTIN - Acroti from Offentoucr.
Furnished Efficiencies with full bath.
School Year - One Person Rate - $370.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $335.00
SOS CLOI1GH - Campus Manor.
Two Bedroom Furnished. One Bath Plus Vanity.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rale - $550.00
605 SECOND One Bedroom Unfurnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $385.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $340.00
615 SECOND Two Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath.
School Year • Two Person Rate - $600.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
720 SECOND - One Bedroom Furnished.
School Year - One Person Rate - $415.00
One Year - One Person Rate - $360.00
707. 711. 715. 719. 723. 727 THIRD
One Bedroom Unfurnished and Furnished.
School Year - Furnished - One Person - $385.00
One Year - Furnished - One Person - $345.00
402 HIGH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Furn. or Unfurn.
School Year - Furnished - Two Person - $575.00
One Year - Furnished - Two Person - $480.00
825 THIRD - One Bedroom Furnished. 1 Bath,
School Year - One Person Rale - $450.00
One Year - One Person Rale - $400.00
701 FOURTH • Two Bedroom Furnished,
1 Bath Plus Vanity in BR.
School Year - Two Person Rate - $580.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $505.00
B49 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms. 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $555.00
Furnished • One Year - Two Person Rale - $460.00
707 SIXTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
802 SIXTH - Two Bedroom. Dishwasher, 1 Bath Plus Vanity, j
Furnished - School Year • Two Person Rate - $585.00
Furnished • One Year - Two Person Rate - $500.00
840-850 SIXTH - Rock Ledge Manor.
Two Bedrooms. 2 Full Baths, Dishwashers.
Furnished - School Year - Two Person Rate - $615.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $525.00
818 SEVENTH - Two Bedrooms, 1 Bath, Vanity in Hall.
Furnished - School Year ■ Two Person Rate - $545.00
Furnished - One Year - Two Person Rate - $450.00
724 S. COLLEGE - Cambridge Commons.
Two Bedroom Unfurnished, 1.5 Baths, Dishwashers.
School Year - Two Person Rate • $620.00
One Year - Two Person Rate - $520.00

Call JOHN NKUI.OVK
REAL ESTATE, IXC.
Rental Office 354-2260
For Vmir Convenience lie Are I ocaled

-^

Formally at

J24 E. Wooster
:>nic Sec l's At The Arrangement
Specials!
Highly
Full set of sculptured NaifeSj2&"^w/Lori or Cindy

to Schedule
:dule aan Appointment

Martin Luther King Jr.

BIRTHDAY
"AIM EVENING WITH
\ww
MARTIN
LANGSTON
Presented by: the Black Student Union

Friday, Feb. 2nd
Olscamp Hall 101 8pm
(Doors open at 7pm)
Guest Speakers:

Sponsored by Center for
Mufti-cultural and Academic
Initiatives. SOFB, Alumni.
Undergraduate Student
Government, University
Activities Organization.
Latino Student Union. RSA.
Graduate Student Senate,
Honors Student Association,
African Studies, Dry Dock.
College ol Arts & Sciences.
ECAF? Visions. Student
Union Oflice.

Danny Glover and Felix Justice
Purchase Tickets at
Campus Copy Center
111 University Hall
Mon-Thur 9-6, Fri 9-5
(Bursarable)
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Study This!

826 S. Main St. (Next to Big Lots)
IBKERESS

353-7272

ViSA

1 Large
1 Topping Pizza

•n i"

$7.99

1 Large 1 Topping Pizza
1 Order of Breadsticks &
a Two Litre of Coke

MasterCard

1 I-"

1 Extra Large
2 Topping Pizza

$10.99

$13.99
Available in Thin or Original Crust

Available In Thin or Original Crust
Not Valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Expires in 30 Days

o\sc«>»tB

Not Valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Expires in 30 Days
.

Available in Thin or Original Crust
Not Valid with any other offer. Valid only at participating
locations. Customer pays all applicable sales tax.
Additional toppings extra.
Expires in 30 Days

BEAT THE CLOCK SPECIAL
Be U^
Monday and Tuesday
5:00 P.M. - 7:00 P.M.
The time von call is MM1 price von pav
tor a Lar«c 1 item pizza!

'Cast Away": Erik
Pepple reviews Tom
Hanks' latest blockbuster, the deserted
island drama 'Cast
Away,' and says it falls
short of its aspirations
to greitness.
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Notes
Fox's latest soft-core porn special should be tabbed:
From
Rossford
ROBERT
SZORADY, ESQ.
The Greatest Lover
You've Never Had

» 4

This past week, whilst in the
wondrous splendor of my
depressed (and depressing)
hometown of Rossford, I ambled
into my doctor's office for my
yearly checkup and excuse to get
cool pharmaceuticals by pretending to have all sorts of mental ailments.
When the nurse finally called
me in after what seemed an eternity, she made me do the usual
preliminary procedure —"Sir,
please take off your shoes and get
on the scale." "Happy to oblige," I
said. I lightly stepped onto the
scale and was astounded by the
LED lights that lit in front of my
eyes.
I mean...220 pounds? Pardon
me, but lesus Christ! Had I really
gained 70 lbs. from my high
schooldays? I almost had a
heart attack. Had I really let
myself go that much?
The reason for the weight gain,
I was hoping, was that most
familiar of culprits, college life.
But seeing that I have now been
in college going on three years, I
thought this to be a lame excuse.
But it was true; after graduating
in lune 1997,1 have slowly gained
almost 70 pounds, nine short of
the fictional weight model of
Homer Simpson.
But the truth came upon me
this past Saturday as my mother
and I were at one of our usual
bonding shopping sessions. She
buys me makeup to make me
feel better, gets me nice face
wash.. .uh, not really.
While we were in the checkout
lane, I recognized one of the girls
a lane down as a girl I sort of
knew had a crush on me in my
last year of high school. Being
the typical idiot sort of male, I
decided to suavely say hello.
I reached over, tapped her on
the shoulder, and said, "Hey, this
is Rob Szorady. Uh, I think we
went to high school together."
She did not recognize me at all
until I said my name, which is
somewhat unforgettable (I like to
think) in its own right. She
looked me over, and the surprised look of recognition in her
eyes said more than a thousand
words ever could. It was "Oh my
holy crap in a handbag. This
dude I liked has fallen prey to the
college curse. He now is dead to
me. He has shamed himself and
his hometown. How dare you
show your face in this K-Mart
Get thee out of here, ye dastardly
devil."
Well, maybe not. But it did say
something about the politics of
coming back wiser and fresher to
a hometown that might seem
staler to the returning "educated"
person.
Change, something that occurs
to all of us whether we welcome
it or not, is sometimes not wellaccepted with those of us we
knew when we were younger. It's
either that, or they're right You
changed in an unacceptable way,
they say, and at least I can say
that I Knew You Before You
Messed Up.
But perhaps this is all hot air
pulled out at the last minute
whilst drunk. Perhaps so. But
ask yourself, Mr. Pink Elephant,
how would you hold up? But
truthfully, maybe the judgement
of those who knew us "back in
the day" has its place; they knew
us when we were younger, yes,
but they also knew us when we
were relatively unblemished of
the mistakes that semi-adulthood usually brings, such as
drinking too much, eating too
much, and listening to too much
awful "college music." Their
silent judgements are sometimes
hard to take, but we did the same
thing when we were young, correct? Time must go on, and I
think my microwave burrito is
done.

BySamanlhrjw
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HOW YOU D0IN7: Will
they get it on? Will the couples stay together? Is this
proof that human civilization has deteriorated to
maggot level? FOX is betting that you will watch
Temptation Island' to find
out the answer. (Above
Right) Fox's most massive
blow to mankind, 'Who
Wants to Marry
aMmultimillionaire'. The
gods gasped in astonishment when Rick Rockwell
embraced Darva Conger on
the mega-hit special. Has
Fox gone too far?

(U-WTRE) UNIVERSITY PARK,
Pa. - Fox iias finally proved the
critics wrong. All those who
wrote last year that "Who Wants
to Marry a Multimillionaire?" was
the ultimate in depravity and
that Fox could do no worse can
now hang their heads in shame.
Temptation
Island
makes
Multimillionaire look like a serious documentary.
h-inically enough, Temptation
Island is Fox's first reality special
after Multimillionaire, following
which the network promised to
be classier with its specials.
Fox's latest has about as much
class as a dog in heat at a society
gala. The new show, which premiered at 9 p.m. Wednesday,
took voyeurism to dizzying
heights and evoked a storm of
controversy even before the
show started, a fact for which Fox
must be proud. Religious leaders,
TV critics and peers from the TV
industry criticized the show for
trivializing relationships and setting dangerous precedent
In case you had better things to
do on Wednesday, like grooming
your nose-hair, the show features
four couples on an island off the
coast of Belize. Andy, Billy,
Taheed and Kaya are housed at
one end of the island with 13
women representing a combination of their personal preferences. Shannon, Mandy, Ytossie
and Valerie are at the other end
with a similar group of men.
Each person is allowed to date
anyone he or she wants for the
period of 12 days, while they are

on the island. The point of the
show, as far as there is one, is to
see which of the couples decide
to stay together and which are
lured by temptation.
Sick? You betcha.
The couples are a sight all by
themselves. Fox seems to have
combed the country (or
California and Florida at least) to
select eight of the most superficial people walking the face of
this planet
Andy, for example, said of the
contest "It's like taking part in
the Pepsi challenge, except having bodies instead of soft drinks."
I rest my case.
The show also features "twists"
in which each group selects one
of the 13 singles that makes them
most nervous and kicks him or
her off the island.
Individual restrictions also
apply. A contestant may not date
a specific person chosen by his or
her companion.
It is easy to see that most of the
show is a lame excuse to show a
lot of flesh. It is harder to see how
the situation will test the commitment of couples who freely
admit that they have cheated on
each other in the past. The sheer
absurdity of the situation completely destroys any semblance
of plot that Fox writers must have
spent sleepless nights trying to
concoct
Is there anything good about
the show at all? Of course. It ends
half an hour of total agony, which
airs right before Temptation
Island that Fox advertises as a sitcom called "Grounded for Life".
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Crouching Tiger, Hidden
Dragorf coukfbe best of 2000
By lames Eldrpj
NOW WRITER

One scene in "Crouching
Tiger. Hidden Dragon" has a
thief stealing a legendary sword.
Trying to escape, she leaps about
ten feet in the air and begins to
dance from rooftop to rooftop,
and eventually runs across walls
as an attempt to escape. Then,
when it's clear she can't flee, she
fights her opponent in an acrobatic, high-flying fight that has
the two exchanging blows faster
than the eye can see.
And this Is within the first 20
minutes.
To quote Keanu "Whoa"
"Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon" features some of the
most amazing fight sequences
ever to be caught on film.
Thanks to some stellar special
effects, fighters By through the
air gracefully, bounce off and
climb up walls, sprint up tree
trunks and skip across lakes with
thejjreatest of ease. In the end it
can look more like an elegant,
deadly, ballet more than a fight
It's "The Matrix" meets Swan
Lake.

Two of these previously mentioned fighters are Li Mu Bai
(ChowYun-Fat) and Yu Shu Lien
(Michelle Yeoh.) Bai, as an
attempt to end his career as a
martial arts master and put his
violent past behind him, gives
his deadly "Green Destiny"
sword to his friend SirTe (Sihung
Lung). Soon after, a mysterious
thief steals the sword. Bound by
honor, Bai and Lien are determined to return the sword to it's
rightful owner and embark on a
quest to get it back.
Many critics have jokingly
likened some martial arts films
to pornography.
Like pomos, their plots are
usually just excuses to get to the
"good stuff," amazingly choreographed action sequences.
"Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon" is the latest Kung Fu
film to break this r nidi lion. The
story, while nothing groundbreaking, is excellent and makes
the viewer care about the characters that are fully fleshed out
not the two-dimensional cartoons typically seen in the genre.
The story is strong enough for

'Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon': Ziyi Zhang kicks much arse in director Ang Lee's martial arts
epic. The film co-stars Michelle Yeoh and the legendary Chow Yun-Fat
the film to go over 30 minuteswithout a big fight usually a
big no-no in martial arts films.
"Crouching Tiger Hidden
Dragon" has done something no
other martial arts film I have ever
seen do, it made me care just as

much about the characters of
the film as I did about the
breathtaking fight sequences.
Many of Jackie Chan's films are
fun, but can only take the viewer
so far, which is why they usually
are for fans of the genre. This

film, with it's sweeping story
complementing it's jaw-dropping fights, is for everyone
It's one of the best martial-arts
films of all time and one of the
best films of 2000.
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'Cast Away* falls short of greatness
By Ei* Peafe
NO* EDITOR

"Cast Away," is two-thirds of a
great film.
From the opening scenes of a
man ruled by a schedule to the
astonishing mid-section in
which this man becomes stranded on a deserted island, 'Cast
Away" works on an enormous
canvas, painting the picture of a
modem man at the cruel whims
of time. Then there's the last 30
minutes, but we'll get to that
later.
The man at the heart of this
story is Chuck Noland (Tom
Hanks), a workhorse Federal
Express manager. He's the kind
of guy ruled by his filofav
Constantly working against time
and his own regimented schedule, he has a degree of devotion
to his job that would make most
mere mortals collapse under the
weight of the stress.
Both director Robert
Zemeckis and Hanks create a
PtooProwfcd
sense of urgency in the opening
segments of the picture. Smartly 'CAST AWAY': Tom Hanks is Chuck Noland, stranded on a remote, isolated island in Roberts Zemeckis' latest film. Helen Hunt co-stars.
scoring much of Noland's FedEx
the film closer in spirit to the artsmeared volleyball named
the plane hits turbulence, and in
don.
work to the strains of Russia's
house than the megaplex.
Wilson. Hanks creates a role
a horrifying plane crash that is
Chuck is in love with Kelly
Red Army choir, Zemeckis lends
notable for Its staggering use of
(Helen Hunt) and in an aborted
Then comes the third act.
using little dialogue, instead relya sense of gravitas to Noland's
ing on his physicality and his
sound-the stomach-churning
attempt at proposing marriage,
After an intelligent and surprisoccupation while gently parodyechoes of metal scraping metal
he ends up on a last minute job
ing 120 minutes the writer,
worn, exhausted face. Every acting the ridiculous seriousness
ing choice Hanks makes is scaled William Broyles Jr., has essentialand the numbing silence of
for FedEx. It is here that the
with which he takes his occupastory kicks into full gear. Mid-air. death-and Noland finds himself
ly written himself into a corner
down and subtle, a far cry from
and slides into predictable melothe histrionics this role could
adrift in the ocean.
drama. Noland returns to civihave brought out in a lesser
He awakens on an island and
lization and there's no shock to
actor.
from here on out "Cast Away"
hits its stride and becomes the
this man who has been disWhat "Cast Away" underplaced for four years. There are
existential tale of a man both out stands is that nature will always
of and punished by time. On the overpower man and whatever
teary reconciliations and the
compone introduction of a new
we do in the face of that
island time ceases to exist in a
love interest that seem jarringly
inevitability is futile. But that
measurable form, and Noland is
forced to invent a new persona-a futility does not deter one from
out of place in a film that has
heretofore been a marvel of
man who must first survive, then going about their dairy life. It
compact storytelling. And the
sounds like a trite lesson, but
go about his life.
Hanks is simply amazing in
final shot, which is lovely as a
Zemeckis' assured visual stylestand alone visual, seems forced
this role. Not just for his physical he's in full-on Terrence Malick
mode with his dreamy images of and labored in the sense that the
transformation which involved
filmmakers felt the need "TO
man interacting with naturelosing over 40 pounds (any
schmo can lose weight Calista
MAKE A STATEMENT."
keeps the lesson from being
It is a testament to the talent of |
Flockheart style) but Hanks adds hammered home. From shots of
Hanks that he carries the audireservoirs of depth to what could Hanks staring into the eye of a
Photo Provided
ence admirably through these
whale to the disturbing image of
be a one note character. From
HERE ON HANKS' ISLE: Tom Hanks leaves a message for no one in his jubilant dance of joy after
a piece of driftwood entangled in closing, formulaic scenes, but it
Robert Zemeckis' latest drama, "Cast Away." The film is currently
starring a fire to smartly staged
is a serious flaw in an otherwise
a noose, there is a purity and
showing at the Woodland Mall
conversations with a blood
lovely film.
clarity to these scenes that puts
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FALCONS!
Good Luck
Against _
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State!

Student Book Exchange
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Parking in Rear of Store

Get the best deal and shop the Private Stores in town.

SERVING BGSU & THE COMMUNITY OVER 40 YEARS

320 ELM ST. #A-D: Large & Furnished. Free gas heat, water & sewer.
$420.00 per month, 12 month lease.
114 S. MAIN ST.: Unfurnished, above Wizard Graphics. Free waler & sewer.
$33O.OO-$355.00 per month, 12 month lease.
117 N. MAIN ST.: Unfurnished, located downtown. S280.00-S375.00 per
month, 12 month lease.

TWO BEDROOM APARTMENTS
320 ILM ST. «E-H: Furnished. Free gas heat, water & sewer. Lots of space &
private parking. Close to campus. $750.00 per month, 12 month lease.
709 FIFTH ST. fl-12: Two full baths & a dishwasher! Unfurnished. Private
parking. #1-4 $520.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease. 15-12
$565.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
801 FIFTH ST.: Unfurnished with patio or balcony. Free water & sewer.
Close to campus. $480.00 per month plus gas & electric, 12 month lease.
803 FIFTH ST.:Unfurnished with patio or balcony. Free water & sewer.
Close to campus. $480 per month plus gas & electric, 12 month lease.
309 HIGH ST.: Unfurnished and furnished apartments w/balconies and
patios. Free gas heat water & sewer. Private parking close to campus.
$545.00 per month, 12 month lease.
311 S. MAIN ST. »A&B: Located downtown. Unfurnished. Spacious rooms
& lots of storage. Gas heat. $510.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
315 1/2 S. MAIN: Upper apartment. Unfurnished. Wood deck. Close to
downtown. $465.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
319 S. MAIN: Two story unfurnished (part of a house). Huge bedroom
upstairs. Front porch & storage area. $395.00 per month plus utilities,
12 month lease.
507 E. MERRY ST.: Large & furnished. Across from campus. Free water &
sewer. $600.00 per month plus electric (heat), 12 month lease.
52S E. MERRY ST.: Large & furnished across from campus. Free water &
sewer. $600.00 per month plus electric (heat), 12 month lease.
520 E. REED ST.: Large & furnished. Across from campus. Free water &
sewer. $610.00 per month plus electric (heat), 12 month lease.
843 SIXTH ST.: Large & unfurnished with two full baths. Central air.
Dishwashers. Private parking. »1 -4 $480.00 per month plus utilities,
12 month lease. 15-12 $510.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
920 E. WOOSTER ST.: Roomy & furnished. Across from Kohl Hall. Free gas
heat, water & sewer. $735.00 per month plus electric, 12 month lease.

THREE BEDROOM APARTMENTS
317 S. MAIN ST.: Two story part of a house. Bedrooms upstairs. Unfurnished.
Close "to campus. $465.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month lease.
815 SECOND ST.: Unfurnished house. Close to campus. Large yard. Large
living room with eat-in kitchen. $715.00 per month plus utilities, 12 month
lease. Zoned for no more than (3) unrelated people.
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NOW ENTERTAINMENT

'Traffic* nails
war on drugs
ByJadiKcntak
NOW WRITER
Is America's war on drugs
working? Steven Soderbergh,
director of the enthralling
"Traffic', doesnt think so. If his
movie is an accurate representation of the plight of drug enforcement in the United States then it's
hard to disagree with him.
Soderbergh puts the drugindustry on display at every level.
For the most part, his film
observes the situation and makes
very few comments on it. One
fascinating aspect of "Traffic" is
that it shows how things work,
how the drugs are marketed and
how the laws are bypassed.
The movie depicts three loosely interconnected stories
Michael Douglas plays an Ohio
judge appointed as the nation's
drug czar. The point that drugs
can infiltrate any family hits
home when the drug-czar's
daughter becomes an addict.
We are also introduced to a
Mexican general who vows to
destroy a
powerful drug-cartel. In Mexico we meet two hardworking cops in the trenches of
the drug war. In California two
federal agents are hot on the trail
of a drug-trafficker that has made
millions from his dealings. There
is also the drug middle-man who
imports and distributes drugs.
Standout performances in the
film are delivered by Douglas and

Benido Del Toro as a Mexican
cop. Both put a realistic touch on
their portrayals of good men who
are bewildered by an uncomprehendable force.
While writer Stephen Gaghan
does his best to remain neutral on
the subject, he makes a strong
argument for the legalization of
drugs. At every level, the drug
business is fueled by the lucrative
amounts of easily available
money. As we see in this film, selling drugs is so attractive that
many of those hired to enforce
drug-laws often break them.
One of the film's characters
observes that on any given day,
there are 100 Interested buyers
cruising around urban neighborhoods looking for drugs, and an
urban youth will hardly be motivated to seok an honest job when
they can make 300% profit off the
drug industry.
One teenage girl in the film
comments, "I don't drink. For
someone who Is 16. it is easier to
get drugs than it is to get beer."
The film hints that perhaps if
drugs were legalized, the profit
motive would be taken away and
drugs would not be so readily
available in teenage circles.
The film screams that a complete overhaul of the current system is necessary before any effective change can take place.
"Traffic" is easily one of the best
films of 2000.
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Show your friends, roommates & classmates how special they are.
Wish them Good Luck, Congratulations or
surprise someone on their Birthday!
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Graduating this semester and looking
for a co-op or internship? Go to the
University's Career Services to find
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ALL THE COPIES YOU
NEEP

CAMPUS
COPY
CENTER

111 UNIVERSITY HALL!

5< COPIES!
BURSARABLE!
MON-TH. 9AM-6PM,
FRI. 9AM-5PM
^^^ 371-9633

(HECK OUT THIS DEAL

UNIVIMITY PRINTING * POSTAL MRVf CIS
PIPAKTMINT
FOB MOM INFORMATION CALL

372-8137

MAKE $5.00 WORTH OF COPIES,
RECEIVE ONE FREE MEDIUM
FOUNTAIN SODA FROM ANY
DINING FACILITY ON CAMPUS!

[We carry a large array of
I products that include Weight
I Lew, Muscle Building,
| Vitamins, Herbs, and
1 many more.

•EAS
•Atkins Diet
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Call or stop by our office today!

Mid Am Management
641 Third #4 BG

352-4380

Cla-zel Theatre
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Check out this huge
two bedroom townhouse
with two-car garage and
balcony!!!

Rent these
2 bedroom units for
$490/month!
Free heat, water &
sewer at these locations
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IS lOlR

Nutrition
•Muscle Tech

Indian Rivers
702 Fourth St. B

Mid Am Manor
641 Third: 9
702 Third: 2,4 & 11
839 Fourth: 1,4, 5,8,9, & 10

CAMPUS COPY CENTER

"NOW HIRING'

I "Some companies Include:
•Optimum

We're filling up fast...Get your apartment
for next year before it's too late!!!

located at: HO East
Wooster Street
Bowling Green, Ohio.
Next to BW3's.
Ehojlfi: 352-1500
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Up to 50%|
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fp 1 Retail

127 N. Main St., B.G. * 353-1361

HYPNOTIST, ILLUSIONIST
Comedy & Audience Participation
"Truly enjoyed Franko's show" Harry Blackstone Jr. Magician
"Enjoyed working with Franko" Penn & Teller TV show
With
Special Guest
Star

"Be a Star'
Audience
Participation

Tickets for Sale from
6:30pm-9:30pm daily
at Theatre

or to Charge by Phone
24 hours

Ticket Prices $12

1-877-644-4333

Saturday, January 27, 2001
Showtime: 9pm
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MAN FALLS FROM CRUISE SHIP, DROWNS
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — A teen-ager who was arguing with
his girlfriend climbed over the railing of a cruise ship,
lost his grip and drowned. Michael Hepner, 19, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was found floating unconscious
early Sunday by a Coast Guard rescue helicopter. He
was pronounced dead at a Tampa hospital.

NATION

Shuttle trip halted by NASA Army drops an
By Mareia Dunn
AP AEROSPACE WRiKR

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
NASA on Monday delayed the
launch of the shuttle Atlantis for
at least three weeks, sending the
spacecraft back to the hangar for
' additional booster insi>ections.
Shuttle managers made the
derision just hours before the
countdown was to begin for a
Friday liftoff. The five astronauts
had yet to fly to C".ape Canaveral
from Houston.
The launch of the space station
laboratory, Destiny, is now targeted for no earlier than Feb. 6.
NASA wants more time to
inspect electrical cables that connect the shuttle with its two solidfuel rocket boosters. The work
cannot be performed at the
launch pad; as a result, Atlantis
must be returned to its hangar,
probably later tliis week.
Dunng the last shuttle launch
on Nov. 30, an explosive device
failed to work during Hndeavour's
clinib to orbit because of a bad
electrical connector. A backup
charge separated the left booster
two minutes into the flight as
planned.
If the backup charge had not
worked, the results could have
been catastrophic.
Although the cables on Atlantis'
boosters were X-rayed before the

shuttle was transported to the
launch pad two weeks ago, they
were not shaken as part of the
testing, said NASA spokesman
George Diller. The shaking is
meant to mimic the vibrations of
launch.
Over the weekend, NASA tested thousands of cables throughout the shuttle fleet and four
failed, Diller said. That prompted
renewed worries about the cables
on Atlantis, he said.
"They've still got concerns
about these solid rocket booster
cables, wliich are 'criticality-one'
flight hardware, meaning that the
safety of the flight cannot be
assured," said Diller, using NASA's
label for the most critical components.
"We're just kind of in a position
of feeling like we need more information, and the only way we can
get that is to do some further testing on these cables," he said.
The laboratory module aboard
Atlantis is so expensive—$ 1.4 bil lion—that NASA could not afford
to build a backup version. If the
lab is damaged or destroyed, that
would set back space station construction for years.
Associated Press Photo
Destiny is the most sophisticat- PUT ON HOLD: The space shuttle Atlantis Is moved back into the
ed space laboratory ever built and
Vehicle Assembly Building at Cape Canaveral, Fla. Tuesday after an
is the centerpiece of the internaaborted trip to the launch pad.
tional space station, Alpha.

anti-gay dispute
the case.
Wolf said he discussed the
issue last month with White
House chief of staff John Podesta
and on Friday with top military
officials.
"I think it's vindication that we
were right from the beginning,''
May said of the Army's decision.
But U. CoL Bill Wheelehan, an
Army spokesman, said the case
was dropped because May
agreed not to re-enlist
"Time was going to run out in
the next four months to get this
man out," Wheelehan said. "You
can't (dismiss) an officer that
rapidly when the officer is using
everything at his disposal" to
appeal. The legislator said he
never intended to serve another
term.
May, a Republican who was reelected in November, acknowledged his homosexuality during
legislative debate in February
1999, while arguing for extending
health benefits to same-sex partners. He was an honorably discharged civilian reservist at the
rime but was called back to the
Army a few weeks later, during
the Kosovo crisis.

By Jacques Bitaud
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

PHOENIX — The Army on
Monday said it has dropped
efforts to dismiss an Arizona lawmaker from a reserve unit
because he said during a legislative debate that he is gay.
An Army spokesman said the
case was dismissed after Rep.
Steve May, a reserve lieutenant,
agreed not to re-enlist once his
current term expires May 11.
"Given my record of service, I
should be allowed to complete
my term, regardless of my sexual
orientation," May said.
A military panel recommended in September that May be
honorably discharged for violating the military's "don't ask, don't
tell" policy.
Under that rule, gays are
allowed to serve in the Armed
Forces as long as they don't
declare their sexual orientation.
In rum, the military is barred
from asking service members if
they are homosexual.
May's appeal of the panel's
decision was rejected in
November. But his lawyer,
Christopher Wolf, said the military decided on Saturday to drop

Seattle landmark smashed to pieces by truck Monday
By 6ene Johnson
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRiIER

SEATTLE (AP) — An ornate
cast-iron canopy that was one of
Seattle's landmarks was accidentally knocked down by a truck
and smashed to pieces Monday.
ITie rear of the truck clipped a
corner of the 91 -year-old Pergola
before
daybreak,
police
spokesman Sean O'Donnell said.
No injuries were reported.
Residents gaped as they surveyed the twisted and shattered

wreckage, which was roped off
with police tape. A Seattle Parks
Department worker stood guard
against souvenir hunters.
"I'm a tour guide down here,"
said Keith Perry, manager of
Casual Cabs. "Now what am I
going to show people?"
Mayor Paul Schell said restoration experts would examine the
wreckage to decide whether it
can be salvaged or will have to be
rebuilt from scratch,
"I will tell vou this: It's a

tragedy," Schell said. "Our first
choice is to put back what has
stood there for the last century.
We're going to do everything we
can to restore it"
The Victorian-style iron and
glass structure, 60 feet long and
16 feet high, was built in 1909 as a
cable car stop and a grand
entrance to a lavish underground
restroom. It has become one of
Seattle's most famous meeting
spots.
The truck driver, Pete Benard,

56, of Greensburg, Pa., was cited
for driving on the sidewalk, police
said.
He was making a delivery for
U.S. Xpress Enterprises Inc.,
based in Chattanooga, Tenn.
Benard has worked at U.S. Xpress
since October, said Russ Moore,
the company's vice president of
safety.
Moore said a claims representative was on scene to review the
damage and one of the company's representatives planned to

meet with someone from the
mayor's office.
The Pergola sits in a part; in
Seattle's Pioneer Square neighborhood, the area of downtown
where the city began. The area
includes the site of the city's first
sawmill, and the "skid road" on
which logs were brought down
the hillside to the mill created the
term Skid Row for rough neighborhoods.
The Pioneer Square district has
become home to fashionable

shops and restaurants, condominiums and offices.
The cable car tracks are long
gone and the marble and brass
restroom has been abandoned
for decades, but the Pergola,
designed by architect Julian
Everett has sheltered countless
residents and tourists from the
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Pilot died but wasn't found, Iraq says
By Km Mm
ASSOCIATED PRESS XfRITER

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A search in
1995 of a U.S. watplane downed
in Iraq's western desert during the
Gulf War showed the pilot was
killed without ejecting from the
cockpit, though his remains were
never found, a senior Iraqi official
said Monday.
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz said Iraq cooperated fully
with a U.S. team that visited the
crash site for several day in
December 1995, adding that
there was no reason to believe
Navy Lt. Cmdr. Michael S.
Speicher survived the crash of his
F-18 Hornet on the first night of
the war. Jan. 17,1991.
However, U.S. intelligence offi-

cials in Washington said there
were unconfirmed reports in
recent years that Speicher survived and was detained by the
Iraqis. The U.S. government last
week demanded an accounting
of the case
"All the indications were that
he was killed while he was still in
the cockpit," Aziz said when
asked about the matter by a
group of visiting American
activists opposed to the international sanctions against Iraq. "But
there were no remnants of his
body after several years in a
remote desert environment"
According to Aziz, the investigators were able to determine
that the pilot had not ejected.
Parts of his uniform were found at

the site, the Iraqis and the
Americans said.
Aziz did not indicate how the
Iraqis would respond to the U.S.
government's demands, but said
the country had provided the
Americans with full assistance
during the inquiry.
Iraq was not aware of the crash
site until the Americans notified
Iraq, Aziz added.
Before the U.S. investigators
arrived, digging at the site had
been carried out by desertdwelling Bedouins in the area,
Iraq said, adding that the
Bedouins took some parts of the
plane.
"We have told the Iraqis that
their statements to this point
have either turned out to be inac-

curate, misleading or incomplete," National Security Council
spokesman P.J. Crowley said
Sunday in Washington.
Speicher, of Jacksonville, Fla,
Dew his F-18 Homet off the carrier USS Saratoga on the opening
night of the war in January 1991,
and went down west of Baghdad.
He apparently was attacked by an
Iraqi MiG-25 fighter.
Another American pilot who
saw the jet explode in the air
reported that it was hit by an airto-air missile and that he did not
see Speicher eject.
Speicher is the only American
lost in Iraqi territory during the
war who has not been accounted
for.

By Cafvln Woodward
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press (lie photo

MISSING: An undated photo of
Lt. Cmdr. Michael Speicher.

Ohio's county election boards study Florida
By John McCarthy
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

COLUMBUS, Ohio — County
election officials say they
watched Florida's election battles
with equal parts of interest and
dread that the same thing could
happen in Ohio.
Hundreds of county board offi dais and state election employees last week attended the annual convention of the Ohio
Association of Elections Officials,
wJiich normally would not attract
much attention.
But the 2000 presidential election — with disputes over ballot
designs and whether votes were
properly counted — put the spot light on the people who make up
Ohio's 88 boards of election.
The conventioneers swapped

ideas about how to keep Ohio
elections as free of controversy as
possible.
Ohio has definitive rules about
whether a vote should count. On
punch-out ballots, if a four-cornered chad is hanging by one or
two comers, it is considered a
vote, said Secretary of State
Kenneth Blackwell, a Republican
and Ohio's top elections official.
"Anything else, it is not a vote," he
said.
However, most of the election
officials interviewed at the convention acknowledged they had a
sense of deja vu watching Florida
election workers hold the ballot
cards up in front of a light, trying
to determine a voter's intent.
Some officials suggested that a
good cleaning could have taken

care of the problem. The little
flecks of paper punched out of a
ballot tend to clog up the counting machines.
The Montgomery County
board conducted hand counts in
some close races in November's
election.
"We actually had hand-counted 2,000 ballots in a couple of different races and visually, we had
no problem with any of the ballots, no hanging chads — maybe
one out of 2,000. All our ballots
were clean." said Steve Haysman,
the board's deputy director.
Not all of the election officials
agree with the secretary of state's
opinion, first issued in the 1980s,
that defines a punch card vote.
"My belief has always been the
paramount importance is you get

the intent of the voter," said
Timothy Steineman, a Democrat
on the Logan County Board of
Elections. "I don't care if there's all
four comers attached, if you can
tell pregnant chads, to me that
shows voter intent"
The opinion has never been
tested in court, although courts in
general give weight to the secretary of state's office in election rulings, said Gretchen Quinn, a
lawyer for Blackwell s office.
Blackwell. who was the
keynote speaker at the convention, will welcome many of the
same officials to a meeting sched uled for Feb. 13-14.
Among the topics: streamlined
standards on ballot designs and
vote counting that do not vary
from county to county. Mike

Gardner, a Democrat from
Greene County, said that was one
of the lessons he learned from the
election in Florida
"I think it's an anachronism
that there's as much leeway left to
each county as there is now,"
Gardner said.
The goal of next month's meeting, which will include political
scientists, is to prepare elections
officials should problems similar
to Florida's arise, Blackwell said.
"There are those who say the
fiasco in Florida was an anomaly," Blackwell said. "Whether or
not that is true, we cannot put our
collective head in the sand.... The
integrity of our election system is
not at stake only on Election Day,
but every day."

Taft may have competition in Rep. Brown in 2002
DAYTON, Ohio — U.S. Rep.
Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio, says he
may run for governor — or state
auditor — in 2002. Or Congress, if
the district he represents is left
intact.
Brown told the Dayton Daily
News, in a story published
Sunday, that he would prefer to

stay in Congress. But Ohio is
expected to lose one of its 19 U.S.
House seats as the result of the
2000 census.
"If my district is cut up, if
I Jii.mi and Medina counties are
cut into four or five pieces, 1
would look at running statewide
for governor or auditor," said

Brown, Ohio secretary of state
from 1983 through 1990.
U.S. Treasurer Mary Ellen
Withrow, a Marion County
Democrat, told the paper last
week she might consider a run for
governor. The former three-term
Ohio treasurer and political
appointee of President Clinton, is

expected to be replaced by a
Republican
appointed
by
President-elect Bush.
If Brown were to win the
Democratic nomination for governor, it would be a rematch
against Republican incumbent
Bob Taft, who defeated Brown for
secretary of state in 1990.

Dems
don't
want
Ashcroft

Brown's decision won't be
fueled by a desire to avenge the
loss, Brown said.
"I think the state's done a terrible job in education and
Medicaid. Those are the issues,"
he said.

WASHINGTON — John
Ashcroft will soon be mingling
with his friends back in the
Senate, some of whom are ready
to pounce.
It isn't personal, Democrats
said Sunday, while making clear
they will not give him a pass to
become the next attorney general just because they think he's
a fine individual.
"Advise and consent doesn't
mean advise and rubber
stamp," said Vermont Sen.
Patrick Leahy, the Judiciary
Committee's senior Democrat
and temporary chairman.
Democrats opposed to
Ashcroft's nomination say his
conservative opinions are illsuited to the job of being the
nation's top law enforcer.
"Right now we need a healer
in Washington, in the form of
our president," Sen. Barbara
Boxer, D-Calif, said on ABC's
"This Week." Boxer, who has
announced her intention to
vote against Ashcroft. said of
him: "This is an extremist, not a
healer."
Most Democrats were more
circumspect than that including Leahy. He called Ashcroft a
"divisive choice" by Presidentelect Bush, but disagreed with
critics who have tried to paint
the former Missouri senator as a
racial or religious bigot.
"1 think all of us who know
him, know that charge would
not stick." Leahy said on CNN's
"Late Edition" of either allegation.
Ashcroft's confirmation hearing before the Senate Judiciary
Committee, where he once was
a member, begins Tuesday.

Seniors
Want a Free
Spring Break Trip?
5i irifU
AITS

Have your senior picture
taken and Carl Wolf Studio
will automatically enter you
in a drawing to win a free
trip to Cancun on Spring
Break! This is the last
opportunity this year!
Call 372-8643 to schedule
your sitting during the week
of Jan. 27 - Feb. 2
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MAN FALLS FROM CRUISE SHIP, DROWNS
TAMPA, Fla. (AP) — A teen-ager who was arguing with
his girlfriend climbed over the railing of a cruise ship,
lost liis grip and drowned. Michael Hepner, 19, of
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, was found floating unconscious
early Sunday by a Coast Guard rescue helicopter. He
was pronounced dead at a Tampa hospital.

NATION

Shuttle trip halted by NASA Army drops an
8y Marcia Dunn
«P *E ROSPACE WRiF E R

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. —
NASA on Monday delayed the
launch of the shuttle Atlanris for
at least three weeks, sending the
spacecraft back to the hangar for
additional booster inspections.
Shuttle managers made the
decision just hours before the
countdown was to begin for a
Friday liftoff. The five astronauts
had yet to fly to (jpe Canaveral
from Houston.
The launch of the space station
laboratory, Destiny, is now targeted for no earlier than Feb. 6.
NASA wants more time to
inspect electrical cables that connect the shuttle with its two solidfuel rocket boosters. The work
cannot be performed at the
launch pad; as a result, Atlantis
must be relumed to its hangar,
probably later this week.
During the last shuttle launch
on Nov. 30, an explosive device
failed to work during Endeavour's
climb to orbit because of a bad
electrical connector. A backup
charge separated the left booster
two minutes into the flight as
planned.
If the backup charge had not
worked, the results could have
been catastrophic
Although the cables on Atlantis'
boosters were' X-rayed before the

shunle was transported to the
launch pad two weeks ago, they
were not shaken as part of the
testing, said NASA spokesman
George Diller. The shaking is
meant to mimic the vibrations of
launch.
Over the weekend, NASA tested thousands of cables throughout the shuttle fleet and four
failed, Diller said. That prompted
renewed worries about the cables
on Atlantis, he said.
"They've still got concerns
about these solid rocket booster
cables, wliich are 'criticality-one'
flight hardware, meaning that the
safety of the flight cannot be
assured,'' said Diller, using NASAs
label for the most critical components.
"We're just kind of in a position
of feeling like we need more information, and the only way we can
get that is to do some further testing on these cables," he said.
The laboratory module aboard
Atlantis is so expensive—$1.4 billion—that NASA could not afford
to build a backup version. If the
lab is damaged or destroyed, that
would set backspace station conAs wciatec Press Ptrato
struction for years.
Destiny is the most sophisticat- PUT ON HOLD: The space shuttle Atlantis is moved back into the
ed space laboratory ever built and
Vehicle Assembly Building at Cape Canaveral, Fla. Tuesday after an
is the centerpiece of the internaaborted trip to the launch pad.
tional space station, Alpha.

anti-gay dispute
the case.

Bylacques BiHeaud
ASSOCIATE0 PRESS WRITER

PHOENIX — The Army on
Monday said it has dropped
efforts to dismiss an Arizona lawmaker from a reserve unit
because he said during a legislative debate that he is gay.
An Army spokesman said the
case was dismissed after Rep.
Steve May, a reserve lieutenant,
agreed not to re-enlist once his
current term expires May 11.
"Given my record of service, I
should be allowed to complete
my term, regardless of my sexual
orientation," May said.
A military panel recommended in September that May be
honorably discharged for violating the military's "don't ask, don't
tell" policy.
Under that rule, gays are
allowed to serve in the Armed
Forces as long as they don't
declare their sexual orientation.
In rum, the military is barred
from asking service members if
they are homosexual.
May's appeal of the panel's
decision was rejected in
November. But his lawyer,
Christopher Wolf, said the military decided on Saturday to drop

Wolf said he discussed the
issue last month with White
House chief of staff John Podesta
and on Friday with top military
officials.
"I think it's vindication that we
were right from the beginning,"
May said of the Army's decision.
But U. Col. Bill Wheelehan, an
Army spokesman, said the case
was dropped because May
agreed not to re-enlist
"Time was going to run out in
the next four months to get this
man out," Wheelehan said. "You
can't (dismiss) an officer that
rapidly when the officer is using
everything at his disposal" to
appeal. The legislator said he
never intended to serve another
term.
May, a Republican who was reelected in November, acknowledged his homosexuality during
legislative debate in February
1999, while arguing for extending
health benefits to same-sex partners. He was an honorably discharged civilian reservist at the
time but was called back to the
Army a few weeks later, during
the Kosovo crisis.

Seattle landmark smashed to pieces by truck Monday
By6eneiohnson

wreckage, wliich was roped off
with police tape. A Seattle Parks
Department worker stood guard
against souvenir hunters.
"I'm a tour guide down here,"
said Keith Perry, manager of
Casual Cabs. "Now what am I
going to show people?"
Mayor Paul Schell said restoration experts would examine the
wreckage to decide whether it
can be salvaged or will have to be
rebuilt from scratch.
"1 will tell you this: It's a

ASSOCIATED PRESS «fRiTEH
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SEATTLE (AP) — An ornate
cast-iron canopy that was one of
Seattle's landmarks was accidentally knocked down by a truck
and smashed to pieces Monday.
The rear of the truck clipped a
comer of the 91-year-old Pergola
before
daybreak,
police
spokesman Sean O'Donnetl said.
No injuries were reported.
Residents gaped as they surveyed the twisted and shattered

tragedy," Schell said. "Our first
choice is to put back what has
stood there for the last century.
We're going to do everything we
can to restore it"
The Victorian-style iron and
glass structure, 60 feet long and
16 feet high, was built in 1909 as a
cable car stop and a grand
entrance to a lavish underground
restroom. It has become one of
Seattle's most famous meeting
spots.
The truck driver, Pete Benard,

56, of Greensburg, Pa., was cited
for driving on the sidewalk, police
said.
He was making a delivery for
U.S. Xpress Enterprises Inc.,
based in Chattanooga, Term.
Benard has worked at U.S. Xpress
since October, said Russ Moore,
the company's vice president of
safety.
Moore said a claims representative was on scene to review the
damage and one of the company's representatives planned to

meet with someone from the
mayor's office.
The Pergola sits in a park in
Seattle's Pioneer Square neighborhood, the area of downtown
where the city began. The area
includes the site of the city's first
sawmill, and the "skid road" on
which logs were brought down
the hillside to the mill created the
term Skid Row for rough neighborhoods.
The Pioneer Square district has
become home to fashionable

shops and restaurants, condominiums and offices.
The cable car tracks are long
gone and the marble and brass
restroom has been abandoned
for decades, but the Pergola,
designed by architect Julian
Everett has sheltered countless
residents and tourists from the
rain.
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Pilot died but wasn't found, Iraq says
ByfirtfMyra
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITES

BAGHDAD, Iraq — A search in
1995 of a U.S. warplane downed
in Iraq's western desert during the
Gulf War showed the pilot was
killed without ejecting from the
cockpit, though his remains were
never found, a senior Iraqi official
said Monday.
Deputy Prime Minister Tariq
Aziz said Iraq cooperated fully
with a U.S. team that visited the
crash site for several day in
December 1995, adding that
there was no reason to believe
Navy U. Cmdr. Michael S.
Speicher survived the crash of his
F-18 Hornet on the first night of
the war, Ian. 17,1991.
However, U.S. intelligence offi-

cials in Washington said there
were unconfirmed reports in
recent years that Speicher survived and was detained by the
Iraqis. The U.S. government last
week demanded an accounting
of the case.
"All the indications were that
he was killed while he was still in
the cockpit," Aziz said when
asked about the matter by a
group of visiting American
activists opposed to the international sanctions against Iraq. "But
there were no remnants of his
body after several years in a
remote desert environment"
According to Aziz, the investigators were able to determine
that the pilot had not ejected.
Farts of his uniform were found at

the site, the Iraqis and the
Americans said.
Aziz did not indicate how the
Iraqis would respond to the U.S.
government's demands, but said
the country had provided the
Americans with full assistance
during the inquiry.
Iraq was not aware of the crash
site until the Americans notified
Iraq, Aziz added.
Before the U.S. investigators
arrived, digging at the site had
been carried out by desertdwelling Bedouins in the area,
Iraq said, adding that the
Bedouins took some parts of the
plane.
"We have told the Iraqis that
their statements to this point
have either turned out to be inac-

curate, misleading or incomplete," National Security Council
spokesman P.i. Crowley said
Sunday in Washington.
Speicher, of Jacksonville. Fla,
flew his F-18 Hornet off the carrier USS Saratoga on the opening
night of the war in January 1991,
and went down west of Baghdad.
He apparently was attacked by an
Iraqi MiG-25 fighter.
Another American pilot who
saw the jet explode in the air
reported that it was hit by an airto-air missile and that he did not
see Speicher eject
Speicher is the only American
lost in Iraqi territory during the
war who has not been accounted
for.

By CaMn Woodward
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

Associated Press file photo

MISSING: An undated photo of
Lt. Cmdr. Michael Speicher.

Ohio's county election boards study Florida
By John McCarthy
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

COLUMBUS, Ohio — County
election officials say they
watched Florida's election battles
with equal parts of interest and
dread that the same thing could
happen in Ohio.
Hundreds of county board officials and state election employees last week attended the annual convention of the Ohio
Association of Elections Officials,
which normally would not attract
much attention.
But the 2000 presidential election — with disputes over ballot
designs and whether votes were
properly counted — put the spot light on the people who make up
Ohio's 88 boards of election.
The conventioneers swapped

ideas about how to keep Ohio
elections as free of controversy as
possible.
Ohio has definitive rules about
whether a vote should count On
punch-out ballots, if a four-cornered chad is hanging by one or
two comers, it is considered a
vote, said Secretary of State
Kenneth Blackwell, a Republican
and Ohio's top elections official.
"Anything else, it is not a vote," he
said.
However, most of the election
officials interviewed at the convention acknowledged they had a
sense of deja vu watching Florida
election workers hold the ballot
cards up in front of a light, trying
to determine a voter's intent.
Some officials suggested that a
good cleaning could have taken

care of the problem. The little
flecks of paper punched out of a
ballot tend to clog up the counting machines.
The Montgomery County
board conducted hand counts in
some close races in November's
election.
"We actually had hand-counted 2,000 ballots in a couple of different races and visually, we had
no problem with any of the ballots, no hanging chads — maybe
one out of 2,000. Ail our ballots
were clean," said Steve Haysman,
the board's deputy director.
Not all of the election officials
agree with the secretary of state's
opinion, first issued in the 1980s,
that defines a punch card vote.
"My belief has always been the
paramount importance is you get

the intent of the voter," said
Timothy Steineman, a Democrat
on the Logan County Board of
Elections. "I don't care if there's all
four comers attached, if you can
tell pregnant chads, to me that
shows voter intent"
The opinion has never been
tested in court, although courts in
general give weight to the secretaryof state's office in election rulings, said Gretchen Quinn, a
lawyer for Blackwell's office.
Blackwell, who was the
keynote speaker at the convention, will welcome many of the
same officials to a meeting scheduled for Feb 13-14.
Among the topics: streamlined
standards on ballot designs and
vote counting that do not vary
from county to county. Mike

Gardner, a Democrat from
Greene County, said that was one
of the lessons he learned from the
election in Florida
"I think it's an anachronism
that there's as much leeway left to
each county as there is now,"
Gardner said.
The goal of next month's meeting, which will include political
scientists, is to prepare elections
officials should problems similar
to Florida's arise, Blackwell said.
"There are those who say the
fiasco in Florida was an anomaly," Blackwell said. "Whether or
not that is true, we cannot put our
collective head in the sand. ...The
integrity of our election system is
not at stake only on Election Day,
but every day."

Taft may have competition in Rep. Brown in 2002
DAYTON, Ohio — U.S. Rep.
Sherrod Brown, D-Ohio, says he
may run for governor — or state
auditor — in 2002. Or Congress, if
the district he represents is left
intact
Brown told the Dayton Daily
News, in a story published
Sunday that he would prefer to

stay in Congress. But Ohio is
expected to lose one of its 19 U.S.
House seats as the result of the
2000 census.
"If my district is cut up, if
Lorain and Medina counties are
cut into four or five pieces, I
would look at running statewide
for governor or auditor," said

Brown, Ohio secretary of state
from 1983 through 1990.
U.S. Treasurer Mary Ellen
Withrow, a Marion County
Democrat, told the paper last
week she might consider a run for
governor. The former three-term
Ohio treasurer and political
appointee of President Clinton, is

expected to be replaced by a
Republican
appointed
by
President-elect Bush.
If Brown were to win the
Democratic nomination for governor, it would be a rematch
against Republican incumbent
Bob Taft, who defeated Brown for
secretary of state in 1990.

Dems
dorft
want
Ashcroft

Brown's decision won't be
fueled by a desire to avenge the
loss, Brown said.
"I think the slate's done a terrible job in education and
Medicaid. Those are the issues,"
he said.

WASHINGTON — John
Ashcroft will soon be mingling
with his friends back in the
Senate, some of whom are ready
to pounce.
It isn't personal, Democrats
said Sunday, while making clear
they will not give him a pass to
become the next attorney general just because they think he's
a fine individual
"Advise and consent doesn't
mean advise and rubber
stamp," said Vermont Sen.
Patrick Leahy, the Judiciary
Committee's senior Democrat
and temporary chairman.
Democrats opposed to
Ashcroft's nomination say his
conservative opinions are illsuited to the job of being the
nation's top law enforcer.
"Right now we need a healer
in Washington, in the form of
our president," Sen. Barbara
Boxer, D-Calif„ said on ABC's
"This Week." Boxer, who has
announced her intention to
vote against Ashcroft, said of
him: "This is an extremist, not a
healer."
Most Democrats were more
circumspect than that, including Leahy. He called Ashcroft a
"divisive choice" by Presidentelect Bush, but disagreed with
critics who have tried to paint
the former Missouri senator as a
racial or religious bigot
"I think all of us who know
him, know that charge would
not stick." Leahy said on CNN's
"Late Edition" of either allegation.
Ashcroft's confirmation hearing before the Senate Judiciary
Committee, where he once was
a member, begins Tuesday.

Seniors
Want a Free
Spring Break Trip?
AITS

Have your senior picture
taken and Carl Wolf Studio
will automatically enter you
in a drawing to win a free
trip to Cancun on Spring
Break! This is the last
opportunity this year!
Call 372-8643 to schedule
your sitting during the week
of Jan. 27 - Feb. 2
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Men's basketball
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1/17
At Akron/7 p.m.

1/20
Host Ball State / 1 p.m.

Women's tennis

www.bgnews.com/sports

1/19

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

At Michigan / 6 p.m.

Hockey

1/19-1/20
Host Rensselaer / 7:30 p.m.

Men's track

1/20
At Red Simmons Invite/ 9 a.m.

Women's track
1/20
At Red Simmons Invite/ 9 a.m.

Men's swimming

1/20
Host Ball State. Buffalo/ 1 p.m.

Meyer names assistants
3 stay on from
Blackney staff, new
coaches promise
changes for team
By Pete Stella
SPORTS 10IIOR

Women's swimming
1/20
Host Ball State. Buffalo' 4 p.m.

Gymnastics

1/21
Host All-Ohio/ 2 p.m.
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Urban Meyer was hired to
make changes in the Bowling
Green football program.
The new head coach stated
that the two most important
items of business in his plans for
revampment were recruiting
players to the program and hiring assistant coaches.
Now that Meyer has put
together his staff, he feels they
can concentrate on the recruiting process for this season.
"I wanted to surround myself
with people not only that I trust
but that I can depend on to get
this place going in the righl

direction.'' Meyer said. "Without
question, I have done that."
Meyer retained three coaches
from Gary Blackney s staff and
brought in coaches from all over
the country, all of whom lie was
strong relationships with.
"I have nine guys I truly
believe in," Meyer said. "The
approach I took was, first of all,
hire guys I know. The second
thing I tried to do was take advice
from people I truly trust and
believe in the coaching profession."
Tim Beckman. Mike Ward and
Tim Banks were kept on the
Meyer coaching staff at their
respective defensive positions.
Beckman will again stand as
the defensive coordinator, his
squad was ranked fourth last
season in the Mid-American
Conference in total defense,
rushing defense and second in
sacks. Beckman will also coach

the safeties.
"I think the way they played
defense here the last couple of
years was great...the thing I tried
to do was hire passionate guys,
guys that believe in something
and they're gonna let you know
it," Meyer said. "That is the kind
of person I am and Beckman is a
great example of that."
Ward enters his second season
with the Brown and Orange as
the defensive line coach, after
spending eight seasons as the
strength and conditioning coach
and director of the University's
Athletic Fitness Center. Banks
enters his third season with the
Falcons and will handle the cornerbacks.
John Bowers comes to BG
from Stow High School, where
he served as the defensive coordinator for the last two years, and
will coach the linebackers and
serve as the recruiting coordina-

ASSISTANT COACHES

GREGG BRANDON: ironi
Colorado; offensive coordinator.

TIM BECKMAN: Retained from
Blackney staff; defensive coordinator and safeties coach.

STAN DRAYTON: From Villanova.
running backs coach.

MIKE WARD: Retained (rom
Blackney staff; defensive line.
TIM BANKS: Retained from
Blackney staff; comerbacks.
JOHN BOWERS: From Stow High
School; linebackers coach and
recruiting coordinator.

tor for the Falcons. Bowers
served on the staffs of Eastern
Michigan (1998 and 1993-94)
and Kent State (1997). where he
was the defensive coordinators.
"We will run the same scheme
that Tim (Beckman) has been
run in the past," Bower said. "Just
talking to them (the players) on
the phone and talking to a few of

JOHN HEVESY: From Brown
University; offensive tackles and
tight ends.
GREG STuTJRAWAI torn
Arkansas State; guards and
centers.
DAN MULLEN: From Notre Dame;
quarterbacks.

them in person, It sounds like a
'look you in the eye' group I
think they will be great leaders
for this football team."
Gregg Brandon will lead the
new BG offense as the offensive
coordinator. Brandon joins the
COACHES, PAGE 18

BRIEFING
Falcons set record

Degand drafted
by NPSJJS Crunch

The Bowling Green gymnastics team began the 2001 season
by setting a new school record in
defeating Kent and IllinoisChicago Saturday.
BG posted a final team score of
194.825.
"I'm elated," said BG coach
Dan Connelly. "I thought our
team came out very calm and
confident this evening.

Bowling Green men's soccer
standout Fred Degand was
drafted by the Cleveland
Crunch of the National
Professional Soccer League.
He was taken in the territorial round of the draft.
Degand. a senior, saw action
in 15 matches, starting all of
them in 2000. He finished second on the team in both goals
(four) and points (12). He was
named to the National Soccer
Coaches
Association
of
America (NSCAA) All-Ohio
First team in each of the last

Who will
take over
Ohio jobs?

two years. He received all-tournament recognition during the
Coca-Cola Panther Invitational
and the BGSU Diadora Classic.
Additionally, Degand was an
All-Mld-American Conference
First-team selection and a
MAC All-tournament team
member.
"We are pleased with the
way the draft turned out for our
team." said Crunch head coach
Bruce Miller in a press release
issued by the team. "We were
able to draft the top five players
on our list."

PETE
STELLA
Sports Editor

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL

"Good Stella"
Within the last month. Ohio
State and the Cleveland Browns
both fired their head coaches.
John Cooper should have
seen it coming.
Chris Palmer should be
Cooper's bowl game and
Michigan records during his
tenure speak for themselves.
They are unacceptable for a
program as strong as Ohio
State's and I believe the
Buckeyes front office and
Athletic Department finally realized that after giving Cooper one
more chance after one more
chance.
The internal problems
throughout the season.the
injuries, the lack of control and
the lack of development of starting quarterback Steve Bellisari
are all factors that most likely
contributed to the decision
Palmer, on the other hand,
had a tough situation. He inherited an expansion team, and this
season was dealt with injury
after injury.
Starting quarterback Ty
Detmer went down very early in
the season and franchise player
Tim Couch followed him a few
weeks later.
The Browns struggled their
first two seasons and they
should not have been expected
to reap the early success the
Jacksonville Jaguars and
Carolina Panthers earned in
their first two years in the NFL.
After the season ended, the
front office of the Browns stated
they had total faith in Palmer,
despite his 5-27 record over two
years, and that his Job was not at
all In Jeopardy. Then, they
canned him.
For guys like Carmen Policy
and Dwight Clark, who have
been associated with the game
for along time and are respected
businessmen, this move was
cheap and slimy
OPENINGS. PAGE 18
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ATTACK; Falcon forward Curtis Valentine controls the puck in front of a Nebraska-Omaha defenseman Dec. 8. The Falcons emassed a 3-3 record over semester break and currently stand at 6-12-4
overall. F3G host Rensselaer Friday and Saturday night with both games starting at 705 p.m.

Hockey goes 3-3
By Dan Ned
SP0R1S WRITER

A merry Christmas for the
Falcon hockey team?
Maybe not.
But an eventful one?
No doubt
Just before Christmas, sophomore forward Ryan Fultz, who
was second on the team in
points and served as the Falcons
only pure goal scorer, left the
Falcons and signed with the New
Orleans Brass in the East Coast
Hockey League.
A six-game road trip followed
with an effort to replace Fultz's
offensive punch.
In the last four games, Powers
has put center Greg Day, who
previously played between Fultz
and Curtis Valentine on BG s top
line, with Murphy and Hewson.
The result has been a resurgence
in Murphy's offensive numbers
and the advent of Hewson's scoring ability.
The triumvirate guided the
Falcons to a 3-3 record over
break. Murphy has eight goals in
his last eight games while
Hewson garnered a point in
each game over break, including
a 3-assist performance in a 3-1
win over Mercyhurst.
Along the way Bowling Green
was walloped by Niagara 7-2,
and gave a few beatings themselves with a pair of blowouts at

Princeton, 8-3 and 5-0.
But the Falcons couldn't capitalize on their only two chances
to move up in the Central
Collegiate Hockey Association
standings as they were swept last
weekend by rival NebraskaOmaha. The two losses dropped
the Falcons to 11th place in the
league and out of the last playoff
spot for the time being.
BG couldn't hold a 2-1 third
period lead Saturday. Maverick
forward David Brisson scored
twice in the final 20 minutes,
including the game winner with
less than 1:30 left In the game.
Friday, the Mavericks broke a
2-2 tie with 33 seconds left in the
second period and went on to
Win32.
"It was a pretty hard fought
hockey games." Falcon head
coach Buddy Powers said after
Friday's loss. "Neither team
wanted to give an inch.
Nebraska might have been a little more consistent, getting to
loose pucks, and at times Just
outplayed us"
Two Tales
The Falcons' most valuable
player over break was goalie
Tyler Masters. Masters thwarted
two 1:30 5x3 shorthanded situations. First Princeton felt the
wrathofthe5-foot-9-inchl601b.
brick wall and then Nebraska-

FALC0N HOCKEY
RECORD: 6-12-4 overall. 39-4 in the Central Collegiate
Athletic Association. Went 33 overall during semester
break, 11th place in CCHA
LAST WEEKEND: Fell to
Nebraska-Omaha 3-2 both
Friday and Saturday.
TYLER MASTERS. Recorded
37 and 30 saves respectively in the Nebraska series.
THIS WEEKEND. Host
Rensselaer Friday and
Saturday at BGSU Ice Arena.
Both games start at 7:05
p.m.
Omaha fired 7 shots in the last 96
seconds of Saturday's second
period, each meeting their
demise in Masters' pads.
On the other side, backup
goalie Shawn Tlmm struggled
against Niagara, giving up five
goals on 15 shots and getting
chased in favor of Masters late in
the second period
Perhaps Tlmm suffered from a
case of rust The last time he
played before the December
30th matchup was Nov. 24.
Furthermore. Tlmm has only
BG. PAGE 17

Falcons jump to 4-0
in c01 conference play
ByErifcCassra
SUFI WRITER

What a difference three
weeks can make.
When winter break started,
the BG women's basketball
team was foundering with a 46 record and three starters out
with injuries.
Since then, they have gone
4-1 and all three startersJunior Fran Miller and seniors
Angie Farmer and Jackie
Adlington-have returned.
They opened up MidAmerican Conference play Jan.
3, and proceeded to beat
Akron. Ohio, and Central
Michigan by an average victory
margin of 16 points.

FilePhao

PASS:
BG freshman
Kelly
Kapferer
looks to
pass the
ball during the
Brown
and
Orange's
94-75
loss to
Detroit
Dec. 2.
The
Falcons
next face
Kent Jan.
22 at 7
p.m.

The first time the Falcons
had to dig their heeb in was a
63-58 victory against Toledo
Saturday at Anderson Arena.
The renewal of the the battle
of 1-75 saw Toledo come in
undefeated in the MAC as well
(2-0.9-4 overall).
BG sophomore Kim Griech
continued a personal offensive
onslaught against MAC teams
that has seen her score In double figures in four straight
games, and led the Falcons
with 16 points. BG Jumped out
to a 6-0 lead before the Rockets
regrouped and scored nine
WOMEN. PAGE 17
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Hockey nets
3-3 record
over break

Falcons drop to 6-7 overall
By Pete Stela
SPORTS EDITOR

This time last season, the
Bowling Green men's basketball
team was 11-3 overall.
Currently, the Falcons stand at
6-7 overall and 2-2 In the MidAmerican Conference..
Over semester break, the
Brown and Orange earned a 2-3
overall record arid had war like
battles with the Michigan State
Spartans and the dangerous
Toledo Rockets.
BG travels to Akron Wednesday
for a 7:30 p.m. match-up with the
Zips then returns home to
Anderson Arena Saturday to host
Ball State. Game time is set at 1
p.m.
Toledo 76 -BG 73 Jan. 13
With the Rockets up by four
points with 25 seconds left,
McLeod drilled a three to cut the
contest to one with 14.7 seconds
left. But the Falcons fouled
Toledo guard Nick Moore, who
drilled both free throws and iced
the score at 76-73.
"This is kind of what you want
out of college basketball,1' Dakkh
said, from the Jan. MissueofThe
Toledo Blade. "It was a hardfought, pretty competitive basketball game. I just know we
competed pretty have and 1 know
they competed pretty hard."
Matela again led the Brown
and Orange with 22 points and

"This is kind of
what you want out
of college
basketball It was a
hard fought, pretty
competitive
basketball game. I
just know we
competed pretty
hard and I know
they competed
pretty hard."
DAN DAKICH, COACH

seven rebounds. McLeod hit for
19 points and a team high five
assists while Jackson chipped in
with 16 points on 7 of 9 from the
field.
"It's always a war," Matela said.
"We were fighting and they were
fighting. This will always be a
hard-fought game."
Toledo's preseason All-MAC
pick, forward Greg Stempin. hit
for a game high 23 points, including two key three pointers with
under two minutes to play.
"I think he (Stempin] is a great
player," Dakich said.
Central Michigan 92 - BG 85
Jan. 6
The Chippewas, despite play-

ing for the first time in 17 days,
came into Anderson Arena and
ended the Falcons home winning
streak at 20 games, which was
fifth longest in the country.
"My hat is off to Central
Michigan," Dakich said. "I
thought they came in with a real
determination to play and played
really well. The out-toughed us at
the end."
McLeod again led the Falcons
with 25 points and Pardon added
17. Central out rebounded the
Brown and Orange 24-11 in the
second half.

BG, FROM PAGE 16

played in three games this
season.
After a strong second half
filling in for Masters last season, The duo was pegged as
one of the strongest goaltending tandems in the league.
While Masters has been
solid standing up to a barrage
of shots this season, Tlmms
lack of playing time hasnt
given him a chance to fill any
role yet.
In those three games,
Timm has stopped 92 percent
of the shots that came his
way, including 47 stops
against Alaska-Fairbank, and
a goals against average of
2.76.

BG90 Buffalo 75 Jan 10
Matela netted 23 points to lead
five Falcons in double digits for
the Brown and Orange's second
conference win. BG shot a whopping 70.8 percent from the field in
the second half.
Matela also pulled down 13
rebounds and his double-double
was his fourth of the seasoa
Jackson netted 20 points and
eight boards and Pardon hit for
17 points and six assists.

Marshall
beats
Eastern
72-46

BG 78 - Northern Illinois 67
Jan. 3
Behind McLeods 22 points
and four other Falcons' in double
figures, BG won the conference
opener by defeating the
MEN, PAGE 18
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BP: BG point guard Brandon Pardon protects the ball from a pesky
Urbana defender during the Falcons 107-68 romp Dec. 8.

Brown and Orange fight for big win over Toledo
WOMEN, FROM PAGE 16

unanswered points
However, back-to-back threepointers by Griech and Farmer
pulled the Falcons out in front
again 12-9, and they did not trail
for the remainder of the game.
Toldeos Kahli Carter led the
Rockets with 15 points.
UT's Teresa Kahle tied the
game at 32-32 on a lay-up early in
the second half, but then Griech
scored six points in a row.
She made six of seven field goal
attempts in the game, including

three of four from beyond the
three-point arc. Along with
Griech's scoring, BG stifled the
Rockets with defense and depth,
holding Toledo to a .278 field goal
percentage in the first half, and
outscoring them 33-13 off the
bench in the game.
BG coach Dee Knoblauch said
fhe game was a big measuring
stick for her team.
"This was one of the biggest
wins in my time here yet," she
said.

Prior to Saturday, BG defeated
Central Michigan at Anderson
Arena Jan. 9, 82-63. Miller was
BG's leading scorer for the third
time in four games since returning from a knee injury, dropping
in 17 points.
The Falcons trailed at halftime
35-33, but sprinted out of the
blocks in the second half on a 144 run. Miller, Farmer, Kapferer.
senior Afra Smith, junior Dana
Western, and freshman Kelly
Kapferer each scored in double

figures. Kapferer's 10 points
matched her season high from
the previous game.
The
Chippewas were led by Bowling
Green native Desiree Eidson,
who had a game-high 18 points
On Jan. 6, BG defeated Ohio in
Athens 82-72. Miller led BG with
19 points. The main turning
point came as BG took the lead
for good 44-43 on a Western
jumper with 17:05 to play in the
game, but the Bobcats did not go
waway.
The Falcons' lead

w
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HAWAIIAN HOT TUB
PARTY WEEKEND!
MEET THE
HEDGEHOG
HIMSELF!
THIS Ml 6 SAT

JANUARY IfTH C20TH

reached a high-water mark of 12
points with just over 12 minutes
to play, but Ohio crept back to
within two at 68-66 with 3:31 to
play before running out of gas.
Ohio's Cathy Szall led the game
with 25 points.
The Falcons opened up the
new year and MAC play against
Akron Jan. 3 at Anderson Arena.
After starting
4-0, PAGE 18

YPSILANTI, Mich.
—
Tamar Slay and Cornelius
Jackson scored 18 points
apiece, and J.R. VanHoose tallied 14 points and 12
rebounds, as Marshall beat
Eastern Michigan 72-46 on
Monday night.
Marshall (10-3. 4-1 MidAmerican) came out to a 17-5
lead in the game's first seven
minutes, and never allowed
the Eagles to regain control.
Eastern (2-11, 0-4) trailed
38-20 at halftime, then scored
only one point in the first five
minutes of the second half.
The Thundering
Herd
increased their lead to 47-21
before Melvin Hicks scored
with 14:53 remaining in an
attempt to get the Eagles back
in the game.

ahws Love Boutique
WHERE COUPLES COME TO SHOP1

ADULT NOVILTIIt. MASSAGE OILS.
OILS, LIMGIRIf, DAMCEWEAR.
PLATFORM SHOES, MEN'S WEAR,
VIDEOS. C OVD FOR SAL! AND RENT.
WE ALSO CARRY PLUS SIZES I

ATM
mi

SATURDAYS ARE...

COUPLES NIGHT
COUPLES RECEIVE 20% OFF
THE ENTIRE STORE.
EXCLUDES MAGAZINES C SALE ITEMS

ONLY AT.

VALENTINE'S
DAY SALE!*%
FEiRUARY 12-1*
135 S. BYRNE RD

-Try our drop off service! =

TOLEDO 531 0079 WWW.OEJAVU.COM

111 f. BVHNI RD. TOLEDO lll-OOT*,
.USE OUR MPARATI ENTRANCE.

BGSU

VILLAGE GREEN
APARTMENTS

•V1

ARENA
With IP, Students Pay;

KIRK'S
COIN LAUNDRY
709 S. Main Street, BC
Phone: 352-0397 ■

OPEN 24 HOURS
Friendly personal service
Attendant on duty from
|.iri.

7di

$2.00 admission
$1.00 for skates of all sizes
All fees bursarable!
PUBLIC SKATING SCHEDULE
EflWiv* Octobtr through April

Wednesday 8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Friday
12:00p.m.-2:00p.m.
8:00p.m.-10:00p.m.
Saturday
8:00p.m.- 10:00p.m.
Sunday
3:30p.m.-5:30p.m.
7:00p.m.-8:45p.m.
Public skating will not be availablm whan the vanity hockty team it at home.

CALL 372-2264 for more information and
confirmation of these times.
BEST OF LUCK FALCONS

Now Leasing
1 or 2 fkdmm !FurnishM & Unfurnis/ud
May and August 2001
1 or 2 bedroom summer only
LimitedAvatfabU

2 Blocks from
Campus

480 Lehman
354-3533

i

VILLAGE
GPELf"
APTS

»;. v
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Meyer has staff Ohio needs help
COACHES, FROM PAGE 16

OPENINGS, FROM PAGE 16

Falcons after spending two seasons at Colorado, where he
served as the team's passing
game and recruiting coordinator
last season. Brandon has also
coached at Wyoming, Utah and
Weber State.
"Offensive football, in my
experience, is not so much flare
or Hash, its execution, taking care
of the football and penalties,"
Brandon said. "It's being able to
move the ball 12 or 13 play drives
without a penalty, without a
turnover, because what you are
doing there is using clock. And
when you get down there, you
gotta get points."
"If you do it with three backs in
the backfield or no backs in the
backfield, I don't care." Brandon
said. 'We're only going to be able
to do what our quarterbacks can
handle. The most important
thing in a quarterback, to me, is
his leadership ability...the number one thing I'm going to a stickler for is a guy who can throw
competitions."
According to Brandon, he will
use a lot of four and five wide
receiver sets with the quarterback in the shotgun and will most
likely base the offense out of a
one back, three receiver set.
For the running backs. Stan
Drayton, a former three-time first
team All-American selection at
running back at Allegheny college, will take over. Drayton
stands as Allegheny's all-time
leading rusher and scorer and
was also a two-time All-American
in track in field, excelling in the
100 and 200 meters. Drayton
joins BG after spending five seasons at Villanova as the running
backs and special teams coordinator.
This season, the Falcons will

Why defend your head
coach to the press and then
turn around a week later and
let him go? Low blow guys, low
blow.
Now the search is on to fill
two of the most important
coaching jobs in the state of
Ohio.
But who wants to do it?
Who wants to inherit these
troubled programs, despite
their brighter pasts?
Bob Stoops, the most sought
after coach in the nation, has
been mentioned in lists for
both jobs But an ESPN highlight showed Stoops, an Ohio
native, and his National
Champion Sooners addressing
a home basketball crowd, stating he plans on staying at
Oklahoma for a long time.
He's out, so who is left?
Minnesota coach Glen
Mason. Youngstown State
coach Jim Tressell. former
Ohio State linebacker Chris
Spielman, Stanford coach
Tyrone Willingham, longtime
Ohio State assistant coach Fred
Pagac and possibly,
Pittsburgh's Walt Harris are all
being considered for the job.
During the 1984-85 season
at Ohio State under Earle
Bruce, Mason was the offensive coordinator, Tressell was
the quarterbacks and receivers
coach and Pagac coached the
outside linebackers.
Mason and Pagac both lettered for the Buckeyes under
legendary coach Woody Hayes.
In my opinion, Spielman
should not be considered
because of lack of experience
but would have a hell of an
assistant coach due of his
knowledge of the Ohio State

"Offensive football,
in my opinion, is
not so much flare
or flash, its
execution, taking
care of the football
and penalties."
GREGG BRANDON. COACH

have two offensive line coaches,
in John Hevesy and Greg
Studrawa. Hevesy spent three
years at Brown and his 1999 Ivy
League Championship offensive
line blocked for 3.262 passing
yards and four school records. He
also coached three All-Ivy players
each season and will coach the
tackles and tight ends.
"We are going to go back to the
fundamentals, we must be
sound," Hevesy said. 'Everyone
has a clean slate. We will evaluate
everyone from day one and go
from there. Our offense will be
more spread out this year."
Studrawa. a former starter at
left tackle for BG, returns to
Northwest Ohio after three seasons as offensive line coach at
Arkansas State. He will have reign
over the guards and centers.
Dan Mullen joins the staff as
quarterbacks coach and followed
Meyer from Notre Dame. Mullen
worked on the offensive side of
the ball and spent two seasons as
a graduate assistant at Notre
Dame and one at Syracuse.
With his staff intact, Meyer and
company will now turn their
focus on recruiting.
"The last three weeks of
recruiting are imperative that we
sign a good class." Meyer said

.
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Falcons 4-0
in conference
4-0, FROM PAGE 17

system and the linebacking
position, where he was a two
time All-American for the
Buckeyes. Tressell has won
several national championships with the Division II
Penguins but would he be able
to transfer that power to
Division I? Mason has a good
feel for the Big Ten and his ties
to Ohio State could make him
the top man but Pagac's loyalty
to the Buckeyes and years of
experience in Columbus
makes him a name to not
scratch off the list.
Willingham and Harris have
both had success at their
respective schools but I feel
someone with strong Ohio
State roots, who pledges to
kick ass and solve the internal
problems, will get the job.
For the Browns, Denver's
offensive coordinator Gary
Kubiak, New York Giants offensive coordinator Sean Payton,
New Orleans offensive coordinator Mike McCarthy and
Browns' defensive coordinator
Romeo Cremmel are possible
candidates.
I feel the Browns need an
offensive minded leader, so
Cremmel is out, and hiring an
Denver assistant in Cleveland
might end up with Policy and
Clark waking up with horses
heads in their beds. The Giants
and Saints both saw upgraded
offenses this season but don't
rule out a last minute name.
These NFL guys are tricky.
Both teams need work and
their new head coaches will
promise to make changes and
stir things up. We shall see,
won't we?
pstella@bgnet.bgsu.edu

ing out ice cold from the floor,
hittingjust one of their first 16
shots, the Falcons went 9-for187 in the remainder of the
half and led 40-34 at halftime.
Griech led BG in scoring with
a career-high 18 points, going
7-for-13 from the floor and 4for-8 from beyond the arc.
Ironically, Griech's strong
performance occurred as she
came off the bench for the
first time in six games.
Farmer, returning after missing five games with a stress
fracture in her foot, scored 16
points in 14 minutes. The
Zips were led by Jamie Scott
withl3points. BG is now 291 all-time versus Akron, 15-0
at Anderson Arena.
The Falcons ended their
non-conference schedule
Dec. 28, losing at WisconsinMilwaukee 68-48. The game
was Miller's first after missing
five in a row recovering from
her injury. She led BG with 11
points.
"It is great to have [Miller.
Farmer, and Adlingtonl back
because now we are so deep."
said Knoblauch. "Other players stepped up and got playing time, and now we are a
much stronger team due to
the injuries."
Knoblauch said Miller and
Farmer are playing at 100 percent, but Adlington needs to
get back into basketball playing shape. Prior to returning
to the lineup against Central
Michigan, she had been out
since the season opener.

BG falls to Michiqan State in close match-up
MEN, FROM PAGE 17

Jackson hit for 18 and four
steals and Pardon added 16
points and five assists.
#1 Michigan State 85 - BG 69
Dec. 27
Despite a slim 40-35 Spartan

lead at half-time, BG was unable
to close the gap and fell to the
then No. 1 team in the nation.
Pardon led the Falcons with 19
points and Jackson added 14.

BG 112-Wilmington75 Dec.
21
Freshman Josh Almanson led
the Falcons with 25 points and
ten rebounds as BG rebounded
from their embarrassing loss to

Marist Dec. 16.
Six other Falcons hit for double
figures in the win with guard
Keith McLeod netting 22, guard
Trent Jackson scoring 20, center
Kevin Netter hitting for 17, guard

WELCOME BACK
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Brandon Pardon added 12 and
center Len Matela chipped in |
with 11.
Pardon had 12 assists and I
Jackson tied a school record with |
eight steals.
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LOOKING FOR A GREAT
PART-TIME JOB?

£» .

Earn up to $9.50/hour AND become eligible
up to $23,000 tuition assistance!

OM-CAMPUS TUESDAY & FRIDAY

ffln—1—E

CARmtHTALS
Large Houses
Still Available
•321E.Merry-4bdrm.
• 729 Fourth St-4 bdrm.
• 316&311E.Merry-2bdrm.
Apt. as low as $450.00taionth
also Rooms $200.00/month

United Parcel Service
United Parcel Service is a global, Fortune 500 company that is considered in the
industry the leader in package distribution.
We are currently looking for permanent part-time employees who are interested in
working from 3 to 5 hours per day.

We Offer:
• Excellent entry level pay of $8.50/$9.50 per hour
• 3 1/2 to 5 hours per day
• Weekly paycheck
• $3,000 per year in Education Assistance

• Full-time benefits for part-time work
• Advancement opportunities
• Holidays and weekends off
• ConSem* Student Loan Payback Program

r^

www.upsjobs.com

(419) 891-6820

OfflM 316 LMtrn 13
Call 353-4325 ftm-ami

I 8425. Main St. 353-8204
Spiral
Notebooks 3/99t
Paper cups, plates,
bowls, silverware, and
napkinsil.OO and up
Bookcases and
Entertainment
center $20

Welcome
Back

Students
Hours
Sun
111.
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Classified Ads
372-6977

HIGHLAND

MANAGEMENT
130 E. Washington Street Bowling Green

354-6036
ATTENTION
GRAD STUDENTS!

NEWS

Jay-Mar Apartments
803-815 8th St /Avail. Now & Fal
2 b*droom-$47S/mo.-12 mo. lease
Some remodeled
S550/mo.-12mo.tea»
Laundry taailtles orvslte
♦Air/heat
The Highlands
220 Napoleon Rd.
One bedroom, laundry faaKtles
In bldg., ale. quiet.
From 5395/mofifh - 12 month
The HomesteadGraduate Housing
One ana two bedroom A/C.
on-slte laundry, ceramic tile.
soundproof construction, skylights
ckhwashefs. voutted ce*ngs
From S510/monlh -12 month lease
14354 West Poe
3+ bedrooms, rural setting
W/D. city services
JlOOO/month-12 month

Call 354-6036 From 9-5
Take a virtual lour at
^www.wcnel.org/-hlghland/

FOR THE PRICE OF A
MOVIE CHOOSE LIVE
PROFESSIONAL STANDUP |
COMEDY!

I he ltd News will urn kniium;jl\ .K\\-|M ,Kl\L'ili\cnK'i)l\ iti.il Ji>
in LTimp mi ihc KIMS »>t MCC. M.*\. O»IOI. aval. IVII^HMI. n.ition.
mi I he h.isis i»l ,ni\ olhci k-.'.ilK pii'tcvlcil ti.ilus

Travel

• 111! Spring Break Panama City
$129! Boardwalk Room w/Kitchen
Next to Clubs! Oaylona $159! South
BeachS199l sphngbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Spring Break 2001 Hotels. Bars,
Restaurants. Daytona, Panama City,
Key West, South Padre.
www.yourspnngbreak.com.

10 Bed Visits $20
8 Booth Visits $20
Lure WOI-I* tori

3 LOCATIONS
■

he ll( i \e« s iewr\e\ 1 he riuhl .*» eleehne. Jisei<niimic or ie\ ise .m\ .idveitisemenl stieli
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Travel

THE
TANNING
CENTER
THE WASH HOUSE

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT

993 S.

{ 248 N. MAIN ST.
»
354-1559
I 10 BEDS/ 2 BOOTHS

5

353-8826
1 BOOTH

Travel

Wanted

Help Wanted

till! Spring Break Bahamas Party
Cruise! 5 Days $279! Includes
Meals & Free Parties! Awesome
beaches, Nightlife! Departs from
Florida! Cancun & Jamaica $439!
springbreaktravel.com
1 -800-6786386

1 Female Roommate Own bedroom
S bath, near campus, spacious. Call
Karin at 353-9122.

Child Care Staff
Innovative, driven persons needed
to lead YMCA Child Care P-~nams
in Bowling Green and Perrysburg.
Must enjoy playing with children.
Currently hiring for the following positions:
Counselors-18 years of age w/ H.S.
diploma. Experience preferred, will
train.
Site Director-qualifications include
18 credit hours of educational coursework plus 2 years experience
working with children.
The YMCA offers competitive pay
and a great working environment.
Flexible hours. Benifits available include YMCA membership. Apply in
person to:
Ft. Meigs Center For Health Promotion. 13415 Eckel Jet. Rd.. Perrysburg, Ohio 43551 (419)251-9622

Spring Break: Panama City, Daytona Beach, South Beach Florida.
Best parties, hotels, and condos!
Lowest prices!
www.myspringbreak.net
1-800-575-2026

THE HEAT

904 E.

MAIN

WOOSTER

352-3588
5 BEDS

BEDS/

Serving BG since 1980

i
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daytona
u'elcome

ATTENTION
SENIORS:
• self employment
• unlimited income
• extensive training
Does any of this
interest you?

D

.^^our-^ngBceakParty CarcT
^ntep

Call l-8oo-

Join one of NW Ohio &SE
Michigan's top real estate
firms. ConiaciJoeDiSalleat
419-866-5900 ore-mail at
disallejd@prodigy.net
Will interview
students of any major.

FEATURING COMICS
FROM HBO, SHOWTIME, "DAVID LETTER- |
MAN"AND
"THE TONIGHT SHOW"!

DTSallei
I "*^

MM HUH CO

This Week:

GREG
MORTON

the home team!
12 Oflces Serving Ofto & Saitlx-m Mchi^an

SHOWTIMES
WED & THURS 8 PM
FRI & SAT 8PM & 10:30|
2FOR1
EXPIRES: 1719
5319 Heatherdowns at
Reynolds Rd.
Resv. 867-9041
$2 admission every Wed.
w/coilege I.D.
Musi be 18 to enter
^Tonnxtionscomedyclub.com|

Welcome Back

Welcome Back

Welcome Back

SALE!
'Prices valid for BGSU Staff & Students
• 1992 TOYOTA TERCEL 5 spdSgnatmpg

$1995.00

' 1993 TOYOTA TERCEL 87K miles/great buy $2995.00
• 1996 NISSAN 200SX Great condJIoaded
•1992 PRISM

4dr.auto/63K miles

$3500.00

Stop by our office at
1045 N. Main St.
for complete listing or
Call 353-5800.
www.vfcnet.org/-mecca

Computer Assistant. Seeking qualified individual to assist instructor
with computer classes. Must be
available Tuesdays. (7:45am5:45pm) beginning January 23.
2001, through February 27,2001.
Successful applicant will be computer literate and possess understanding of computer functions. Classes
will meet weekly in West ol Toledo.
Please contact Mary 419-372-7880
for more information.

Jtf *i.>nTvElKI. S
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Anticipated Workshift:
• Covers a 7-day a week operation
• Typical workshift: 11 am - 8 pm; 10 am - 3 pm; 9 pm - 3 am; 11 pm - 4 am;
11 am - 8 pm on Saturdays & Sundays
• May work immediately through - June 19.2001
• Scheduled breaks include: Thanksgiving Recess fNovemher 21 - 25.2001): Semester
Recess iDecemher 25. 2001 - Jan 14. 2002): and Soring Recess (March 12 -16. 2001 >
Qualifications:
• Pleasant congenial personality and excellent interpersonal communication skills
• High degree of flexibility and energy
• High school diploma or equivalent experience preferred
•

Ability to lift up to 5(1 pounds

$3750.00

Pay Rate:

$4000.00

1993 TOYOTA CAMRY 4dr/auto

$5000.00

• $7.03 per hour and $7.31 (after 700 hours of employment)
• Paid every other Friday
• Direct deposit of paychecks to a bank, savings & loan, or other financial institution is
mandatory.

1992 HONDA PRELUDE

redfloaded

$5000.00

1997 TOYOTA CAMRY LE

loaded

$10900.00

1996 CHEVY BLAZER 4x4 loaded

$10500.00

* CALL DEAN SMITH *
Offer good thru Thursday 1 -18-01

Management Inc.

Enterprise House
114 N. Enterprise St.
I bdrms/close to University
Starts at $345 - Call 353-5800

Camp Counselor and Director Positions-YMCA Camp Willson-1 hr.
NW ot Columbus-Exciting and fun
opportunities for Male and Female
counselor positions at one ol YMCA s top Co-ed Summer overnight
camps. Child/Teen Counselor Positions! Sports Coordinators! Equestrian Staff! Aquatic Staff! For memories that last a life-Ume contact 800423-0427 or willson! abrightusa.net

Clerical Assistant. Successful applicant will assist the Director of SBDC
Program of the Small Business Development Center files, records, and
controls. Clerical Assistant will help
research and set up of training sessions as needed; help with compiling reports and documents as assigned. Major requirements: Microsoft Word, Excel, Outlook. Must
possess good organizational skills,
and be very flexible. Contact: fligor9bgnel.bgsu.edu.

1992 DAKOTA SPORT auta/67K miles

1991 HONDA ACCORD WAGON loaded $5000.00

AIEKCA

5 great kids summer camps in NY.
ME, PA and wv seek General
Counselors & Group Leaders, plus
Activity Specialists and Directors
who teach/coach: tennis.
swimming, climbing, backpacking, caving,
mountain biking, nature, kayaking,
canoeing,
sailing,
water-skiing,
windsurfing, ropes course, theatre,
dance, arts, crafts, ceramics, woodworking, stained glass, website design, desktop publishing, photography, video, weights/fitness, gymnastics, archery, golf, volleyball, rollerhockey, lacrosse, soccer, baseball,
and basketball! Nurses, kitchen and
operations staff also needed. Wide
range of paid internships for many
majors! June 16 - August 16 Benefits include training, salary, accommodation, food, laundry, and travel
allowance. Apply online at www.horizoncamps.com or call (800) 5445448.

Food Service Worker Responsibilities:
• Serves food
• Assists at catering events
• Performs light food preparation (i.e. cleans vegetables, makes sandwiches, prepares
pizzas and assists with Bake Shop menu items, etc.)
• Maintains a beverage or busing station
• Cleans and sanitizes pots, pans and dishes
• Mops floors
• Cleans and sanitizes restrooms

Starts at $390-Call 353-5800

Management Inc.
Willow House Apts. 830 Fourth St.
I bdrm ./Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Starts ai $400-Call 353-5800

Camp Gives Kids a World of good!
HORIZONCAMPS.COM =. SUMMER JOB/INTE RNSHIP!

Position: Intermittent Food Service Worker, University Dining Services, Division of
Student Affairs.
• Approx. 30 hours per week position
• Limited to 1000 hours or less each fiscal year (July 1 -June 30)
• Performs duties related to the operation of Food Service Areas

AIEKCA

Htinzsitc Apts. 710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 Bdrm/Air Condition
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrms have washer/dryer in them
Starts at $410 Call 353-5800

Babysitter needed starting Immed. in
Perrysburg tor 6 mo. old boy. M-F,
8am-4pm. Will accept combined sitters Call 419-8734398.

ERVICE

FALL OPENINGS /
SIGNING LEASES
NOW

Management Inc.

Help Wanted

Bowling Green State University Dining Services

Management Inc.

Management Inc.
Evtrgrctn Apt 215 E. Poe
Studios & Large I Bdrms.
Laundry on sile
Starts at $250-Call 353-5800

1 Female subleaser, $175/month +
utilities, close to campus. Call collect
(419)625-5622

Help Wanted
Intermittent/Temporary
Food Service Workers

ADMISSION W/AD

Management Inc.
HiUsdak Apt* 1082 Fairview.
1 Hili in & 2 Bdrm
Air condition/Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
2 Bdrm washer/dryer hook-up

imin.ile. "i eiiv'iii.ii'c ills*, i imin.iluHi .ILMIIISI ,m\ in«h\ uhi.il
miyin. <eMi.il oiieiil.iliiitt. III>.IIM!II\ . sl.iliis .is .1 velei.in. «>i

AUTOVILLE
353-8810
14540 Bowling Green Road West BG, OH

Welcome Back

Welcome Back

Welcome Back

Benefits:
• Holiday pay provided 1-1/2 times your regular pay if you work the holiday
• Sick Leave is earned at the rate of 4 hours 36 minutes for every 80 hours paid
• Contributes to (PERS) Public Employees Retirement System
• Eligible for worker's compensation assistance and unemployment
Permanent BGSU Job Bidding:
• After intermittent employee completes 700 hours of work with BGSU, employee can
bid on permanent positions as a BGSU Employee.
To Apply:
An employment application must be completed and turned into Human Resources,
100 College Park Office Bldg. North College Dr. BGSU, Bowling Grwn, OH 43403.
Please pick-up job description in Human Resources, (419) 372-8421.
BGSU is an EECVAA employer-educator.
i
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Help Wanted

Help Wanted

Fraternities * Sororities
Club* * Student Group*
Earn $1,000-S2,000 this quarter with
the easy Campusrundraiser.com
three hour fundraising event. No
sales required. Fundraising dates
are rilling quickly, so call todayt Contact Campustundraiser.com at (888)
923-3238 or visit
wwvKcamouslundraiser.com

Babysitter needed spring semester,
on your days off from class Elementary school hours in Perrysburg right
off Rt. 25. Call Laura to find out
more. 874-8110.

GENERAL LABOR Part lime op
portunity in a chemical manufacturing facility. Flexible hrs between
6am and 3:30pm. Duties include
painting, cleaning, operating floor
scrubber, assisting maintenance
and operations. Additional hrs are
available during the summer
months. Apply in person at: Chemron Corporation, 1142 N Main St,
Bowling Green, Oh.

HELP WANTED: America Reads
Tutors. Help teach children how to
read. Flexible Hours. $6.007hr. Must
be Federal Work Study eligible
Call 372-2331 for more infg.
Help Wanted: Babysit Professor's
Preschoolers and do light housekeeping in our Perrysburg home.
10-2 M.W.F or 2-6 M.W.F 372-8111.
Help Wanted: Now hiring wait staff,
flexible hours, excellent money, no
experience necessary, will work with
your schedule, Yoko Japanese Restaurant 4SS W. Dussel Dr, Maumee,
OH call 893-2290

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

BUOSU PSA's kids need you!
Private duty nursing cases in the
surrounding areas. FuU/Part-time.
day/night shifts available. Control
your own schedule. Rex hrs. Signon bonus and more. Fax resume to
(419) 537-1857 or call for appt.
(419) 537-1856 or (888) 403-2273.

Staples Office Supply is now hiring
for both FULL and PART TIME positions. Benilits available, Flexible
hours and Competitive Pay. Apply at
Staples. 1080 S Main SI, Bowling
Green

1 Bedroom Apt. for rent. Avail, immediately. S. Enterprose. S3907mo
354-4202.

Help Wanted
Need a tutor lor a 6th grade girl tor
homework & reading. 1 1/2 hrs/day
2 days/wk. If interested call 3531157 anytime.
Part-time cleaning home & office;
flexible hours: call 352-9288. please
leave a message.
Part-time employment available in
graphics dept. of local screen printer. PC/MAC. Computer Graphics
Skills necessary. Approximately 10
his/week Flexible during business
hours. Contact 354-8717 ext. 16.
Preschool & Daycare Center Looking for talented, take charge individuals for our toddler and preschool
units. Work directly with children and
interface with parents. Afternoon
and sub positions available. Free
child care for employees. Call 8784190 for more information.

Service Coordinator (15 Hrs./Week)
Individual experienced In social
work, mental health, or gerontology
with knowledge of community resources to perform assessments
and coordinate services for senior
and disabled residents of community
housing in Bowling Green.
Send resume to:
Person nel/IHS
Area Office on Aging of NWO, Inc.
2155 Arlington Avenue
Toledo, OH 43609-1997
EEO/AAP, Bilingual/Minority encouraged to apply.

Houses, 1, 2, A 3 bdrm. apts. beginning May '01.9 4 12 mo. leases.
352-7454.
One sublessor needed. University
Village Apts. Call Scott O 352-6106

For Sale
HONDAS FROM SSOO! Police impounds and tax reposl For listings 1800-719-3001 ex14558.
Nintendo 64 system w/9 games including Perfect Dark, Expansion
Pak, Rumble Pak, all Instructions, s
Prima Game Guides. $250 OBO.
Make an offer, I want to sell.
KENOMEANCODE.COM

Professor will share large home with
graduate student or other professor,
large wooded lot: 2 wood burning
fire places: $275/ including utilities:
call 352-5523 after 7pm and leave
message.
Short term - Jan 1st to May 10th, 3
bdrm house, 125 Crim, $700 • utilities. Ph« 353-3855
Tired of Dorm Life? Efficiency Apt.
w/ separate bathroom and kitchenette * laundry room. All utils mcl.
except for cable A phone. 2 Blocks.
from campus. Call Aaron or Tara at
352-7095

Voted Best Pizza 8yrs. in a Row!
Help Wanted
OOvWWOOWOOOvvWOvto^
Behavioral Connections of Wood Co. is a large, not-for-profit,
full-service, community, behavioral health agency. Our programming is designed to meet needs of our diverse client population.
BCWC's clinical and non-clinical staff are goal and team-oriented, well compensated, and promoted from within whenever possible. Occasionally employees relocate or make career changes,
causing us to look for new team members who want to make a
good career choice. Currently BCWC is accepting applications
for the following positions:
DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROGRAM COORDINATOR
administration/supervision o( DV/Anger Management Staff, community relations - Master's Degree, Independent Ohio Licensure,
Three years' relevant experience, Proven administrative ability.
ASSESSMENT CLINICIAN to provide quality intake
assessments for mental health, chemical dependency and other
life issues. Masters Degree, Dually Licensed/Credentialed.
T.I.P. PROJECT CLINICIAN (Therapeutic Individualized
Post-vention): Licensed Masters Level Counselor with job/volunteer experience aiding Adult Victims of Crime (Assessment,
Referral, Grant Writing and Record Keeping).
PSYCHIATRIC RN - Contingency to provide coverage on
an as needed basis. Duties include health assessment, medication monitoring, crisis intervention, Clozaril Clinic, interdisciplinary team participation, advocacy and supportive therapy in an
outpatient setting. Current Ohio RN License and CPR
Certification required. BSN and/or RN Psychiatric Certification
preferred.
P/T RN/LPN: Night nurse -every other weekend and some
contingency. Womens Chemical Dependency Treatment

PISRN€LLO'S
^g^OBN./V.oin

T

F
"AlDMel,V6RV
Si. ^fl Minimum

352-5166

CHOOSE ANY 2
• 7" 1 Item pizza or calzone
• 5 Reg. Breadsticks
• Small Sub
• 10 Wings
• 6 Mozzarella Cheese Sticks
• 6 Chicken Fingers

Start 2001 with "One of America's Most Admired Companies" according to
Fortune magazine. As one of the lop issuers of Visa and Mastercard, The
Associates Credit Card Services' rapid growth has created exciting full- and
part-time opportunities for career-minded Bowling Green State University
students to Gel Associated with success'
YOU MUST HAVI
• Customer contact experience

WE PROVIDE
■ High-paying salaries and 401 (k)

• PC skills

■ Paid parking

• StronR communication skills

• Paid vacations and holidays

• Stable work history

• Flexible schedules

«Professional attitude

• Media»l'ftental'vision/life insurance
■ Paid training, tuition reimbursement and incentive*

• Availability to work evenings'
weekends

• Business casual environment

.

To Get Associated, please send a resume to The Associates Credit Card
Services Inc. Human Resources Dept.. One SeaGate, 22nd Floor, Toledo,
OH 43604 or tax 41V-4IK-4705

.

FREE DELIVERY J
LIMITED AREA I

Kft 352-5166J

203 N MAIN

Not Valid With Any Other Otter ■ Expires 3/31/01

v^.

An Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/V/D
We conduct prc-employment drug testing

A Great Selection" SALADS"SUBS!
Garlic or Tom. Bread • Garlic Fingers • Potato Skins

•THE ASSOCIATES CREDIT CARD SERVICES, INC.

The Technology Infrastructure Project • Building an Electronic Community

The BG News Classified
Fax/Mail-in Form
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place
advertising in The News. The decision whether to release this information shall
be made by the management of The BG News. The purpose of this policy is to
discourage the placement of advertising that may be cruel or unnecessarily

<.bgsu.edu/bgsupernet

embarrassing to individuals or organizations. Cases of fraud can be prosecuted.

THE BG NEWS WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ERRORS DUE TO ILLEGIBILITY OR
INCOMPLETE INFORMATION.

The transition begins

DEADLINE:

from occupants of the buildings where

break.

the network transition will be done.
Similarly to other phases of the project,

1 day prior to publication by 2p.m.

RATES PER DAY: $1.00 per line (approx. 35-45 spaces per line); $3.00 minimum charge
75C extra on TOTAL BOLD type each day

The project is asking for cooperation

reached a milestone over the holiday

After eight months of construction

CLASSIFIED
DISPLAY:

1x1 box 8 lines maximum $8.00 per insertion
1 x 2 box 16 lines maximum $15.00 per insertion

kickoff meetings will be held with

and cable installation, not to mention

department contacts before the process

the preceding months of planning, the

begins. At that time, more information

first campus users were successfully

will be provided for dissemination to

switched to BGsupernet.

faculty and staff.

Information Technology Services
personnel have now moved well over
500 office and lab computers to the new
network throughout Hayes Hall and in
Technology Building computer labs.
The process, which takes about 30
minutes per system, involves disconnecting each computer and other network

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM:

device from the old network and
connecting them to the new network.

Name/Dept:

After conversion, users can expect
reliable and high-speed performance in

Address:

accessing on-campus resources.
Connecting to the new network through
Next in line for the transition is the

Bowling Green Information Connections

remainder of the Technology Building,

(Bid) like this one will be an ongoing

followed by other network "core" sites

process into September. Over the holiday

(Kreischer Quadrangle and WBGU-TV)

break, Hayes Hall became the first Univer-

and buildings in the southwest corner of

sity building to make the transition.

campus.The conversion will continue in
segments (groups of buildings) until
September.The switch to the new voice

■

FOR$5.50OR3/$8.00J

AN EQUAL EMPOYMENT OPPORTUNITY
Email Resumes to cbliss©bc.bcnet.org or FAX to Carlee Bliss,
BCWC H R Department (419) 352-9605. Behavioral
Connections, 1010 N. Prospect, Bowling Green, OH 43402

The technology infrastructure project

I

Look for weekly BGsupernet updates

Number of Days:.

Start Date:

ORG

B6SU# AREA
DaysoftheWeek: M

T

PIN # POO

W TH
:

in "The BG News." More information

system will then take place over fall

about the project is available on the Web
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